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Dimer models and cluster categories of Grassmannians
Karin Baur, Alastair King and Robert J. Marsh
Abstract
We associate a dimer algebra A to a Postnikov diagram D (in a disk) corresponding to a
cluster of minors in the cluster structure of the Grassmannian Gr(k, n). We show that A
is isomorphic to the endomorphism algebra of a corresponding Cohen-Macaulay module T
over the algebra B used to categorify the cluster structure of Gr(k, n) by Jensen-King-Su. It
follows that B can be realised as the boundary algebra of A, that is, the subalgebra eAe for
an idempotent e corresponding to the boundary of the disk. The construction and proof uses
an interpretation of the diagram D, with its associated plabic graph and dual quiver (with
faces), as a dimer model with boundary. We also discuss the general surface case, in particular
computing boundary algebras associated to the annulus.
Introduction
Postnikov diagrams (also known as alternating strand diagrams) are collections of curves
in a disk satisfying certain axioms. They were introduced by Postnikov in his study of
total positivity of the Grassmannian Gr(k, n) of k-planes in Cn [26]. A class of Postnikov
diagrams was used by Scott [27] to show that the homogeneous coordinate ring of Gr(k, n) is
a cluster algebra, in which each such diagram corresponds to a seed whose (extended) cluster
consists of minors (i.e., Plu¨cker coordinates). The combinatorics of the diagram gives both
the quiver of the cluster and the minors: the k-subsets of {1, 2, . . . , n} corresponding to the
minors appear as labels of alternating regions and the quiver can be read off geometrically.
By a more recent result of Oh-Postnikov-Speyer [25], every cluster consisting of minors arises
in this way (see also related results in [6]).
An additive categorification of this cluster algebra structure has been given by Geiss-
Leclerc-Schro¨er [14] in terms of a subcategory of the category of finite dimensional modules
over the preprojective algebra of type An−1. However, there is a single cluster coefficient,
the minor corresponding to the k-subset {1, 2, . . . , k} of {1, 2, . . . , n}, which is not realised
in the category. Thus the categorification in [14] is strictly only of the coordinate ring of the
affine open cell in the Grassmannian given by the non-vanishing of this minor. The cluster
structure is then lifted to the homogeneous coordinate ring in an explicit and natural way.
Recently Jensen-King-Su [19] have given a full and direct categorification of the cluster
structure on the homogeneous coordinate ring, using the category of (maximal) Cohen-
Macaulay modules over the completion of an algebra B, which is a quotient of the
preprojective algebra of type A˜n−1. In particular, a rank one Cohen-Macaulay B-module
MI is associated to every k-subset I of {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Given a Postnikov diagram D, let
TD =
⊕
MI ,
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where the direct sum is over the I labelling the alternating regions of D. As noted in [19], the
completion of TD is a cluster-tilting module and the work of Buan-Iyama-Reiten-Smith [4]
would lead one to ask whether the completion of the endomorphism algebra EndB(TD) is
a frozen Jacobian algebra ([4, Def. 1.1]). We will see that this is indeed the case, in a very
particular way.
We associate to D a quiver with faces Q(D). The subgraph containing the arrows incident
with internal vertices of Q(D) corresponds to the skew-symmetric matrix associated to D
in Scott [27, §5], but there are additional arrows between the boundary vertices. The faces
of Q(D) correspond to the oriented regions of D. From the construction, Q(D) may be
embedded in the disk in which D is drawn and it is natural to interpret it as a dimer model
with boundary, as a generalisation of dimer models on a torus or a more general closed
surface (see [2], [3], [7], [12]). Such a generalisation has also been introduced recently by
Franco [11].
To formalise this, we give an abstract definition of a dimer model with boundary as a quiver
with faces satisfying certain axioms; in particular, the arrows are divided into internal arrows
and boundary arrows. Such a dimer model has a natural embedding into a compact surface
with boundary in which each component of the boundary is identified with an unoriented
cycle of boundary arrows in Q. In the case without boundary, this corresponds closely to the
definition of a dimer model given by Bocklandt [2, 2.2]. We associate to any dimer model
Q with boundary a dimer algebra AQ which coincides with the usual dimer algebra, defined
by a superpotential or commutation relations, in the case where the boundary is empty. In
that case, the completion with respect to the arrow ideal coincides with the usual Jacobian
algebra of the quiver with potential (Q,W ) (as in [9, §3]). If the boundary is nonempty,
the dimer algebra can still be defined via a potential, but the relations do not include the
derivatives of the potential with respect to boundary arrows. This is a slightly different
convention to [4, Def. 1.1], because it is convenient to allow dimer model quivers to have
2-cycles.
Our main result is that EndB(TD) is isomorphic to the dimer algebra AD = AQ(D)
associated to the dimer model Q(D). There is a natural grading on AD by subsets of
{1, 2, . . . , n}, which has a simple definition in terms of D, and there is also a similar grading
on EndB(TD). We use these to show that there is a well-defined (graded) homomorphism
g : AD → EndB(TD)
taking each arrow I → J in Q(D) to the homomorphism MI →MJ which generates
HomB(MI ,MJ) freely as a C[t]-module, where the polynomial ring C[t] is the centre of B.
We also note that the centre of AD is C[u], where u is the sum of all minimal loops in Q(D),
i.e. the loops around the faces, and that g(u) = t.
To see that g is surjective, we show that between any two vertices I, J of Q(D) there is
a path of minimal degree, which (as an element of AD) must then map to the generator of
HomB(MI ,MJ). Such a path is constructed inductively, with the induction step depending
on a careful analysis of the local behaviour of strands in D near a vertex or face of Q(D).
As an aside, we note that this local analysis implies that Q(D) can be isoradially embedded
into a planar disk and we relate this to the embedding of Q(D) constructed as a ‘plabic
tiling’ in [25, §9].
To see that g is injective, we observe that, since the dimer model Q(D) is ‘consistent’
in an appropriate sense (cf. [25, Rk. 6.4]), we can adapt arguments from [2, §5] to show
that any path between two vertices in Q(D) is equal (in AD) to a path of minimal degree
multiplied by a power of u. Thus g is an isomorphism and we also prove that g induces an
isomorphism between the corresponding completed algebras.
Let e ∈ AD be the sum of the primitive idempotents corresponding to the boundary
vertices. We call the algebra eADe the boundary algebra of Q(D) and it is a notable fact
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that this algebra is independent of the choice of Postnikov diagram D, once k and n are fixed.
This follows immediately from the isomorphism AD ∼= EndB(TD), because the B-modules
corresponding to the idempotents in e are the indecomposable projectives and so
eADe ∼= EndB(B) ∼= Bopp.
However, we also give a direct proof of the independence by showing that the boundary
algebra is invariant under the untwisting, twisting and geometric exchange moves [26, §14]
(see also [27, §3]) for Postnikov diagrams.
Finally, for any integer k ≥ 1, we consider a notion of Postnikov diagram of degree k on
a marked surface with boundary in which all of the marked points lie on the boundary,
generalizing the usual notion of an Postnikov diagram which can be regarded as the disk
case. We say that such a diagram is a weak Postnikov diagram if it is not required to satisfy
the global ‘consistency’ axioms (conditions (b1) and (b2) in Definition 2.1). Adapting a
construction of [27, §3], we associate a weak Postnikov diagram of degree 2 to a triangulation
of any such marked surface. We compute the corresponding boundary algebra in the case of
an annulus with at least one marked point on each of its boundary components and show
that it is independent of the choice of triangulation.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 1 we set up some of the notation. In
Section 2, we recall the definition of a Postnikov diagram [26, §14] and its corresponding
plabic graph, as well as the corresponding quiver [27, §5]. In Section 3, we give the definition
of a dimer model with boundary and its corresponding dimer algebra, noting that the quiver
associated to a Postnikov diagram can be given such a structure.
In Section 4 we define a weighting on the arrows in Q(D), computing the weight of the
boundary of a face of Q(D) and the sum of the weights of the arrows incident with a vertex
of Q(D). In Section 5 we show how these results can be used to embed Q(D) isoradially into
a disk.
In Section 6, we show how the results in Section 4 can be used to construct the first
arrow in the minimal path mentioned above. In Section 7 we recall the algebra B (and the
completed version B̂) from [19] and define the B-module TD. In Section 8, we construct a
minimal path. In Section 9, we show that there is a unique element of AD which can be
written as such a path, and that any path in Q(D) is equal in AD to this element multiplied
by a power of a minimal loop. In Section 10, we prove that AD is isomorphic to EndB(TD)
and show that eADe is isomorphic to B. In Section 11, we give the completed version of
these results. In Section 12, we give a proof in terms of Postnikov diagrams that the algebra
eADe is independent of the choice of Postnikov diagram, and in Section 13 we consider the
surface case.
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1. Set-up and notation
Fix a positive integer n and an integer k with 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1. We will write Zn =
{1, 2, . . . , n}. We consider a circular graph C with vertices C0 = Zn clockwise around a circle
and edges C1 also labelled by Zn, with edge i joining vertices i− 1 and i; see Figure 1 for
the case n = 7. For integers a, b ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, we denote by [a, b] the closed cyclic interval
consisting of the elements of the set {a, a+ 1, . . . , b} reduced mod n. We similarly have the
open interval (a, b).
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Figure 1. The graph C
For a subset S of C1, define S0 to be the set of vertices incident with an edge in S. So, in
particular, (a, b)0 = [a, b− 1], the set of vertices incident with an edge in the set (a, b).
In general for sets S, S′ we write S − S′ for the set of elements in S but not in S′. For
s ∈ S, we use the shorthand S − s for S − {s} and for any z we use the shorthand S + z for
S ∪ {z}.
2. Postnikov diagrams
We recall a special case of the definition of a Postnikov diagram (alternating strand
diagram) [26, §14].
Definition 2.1. A (k, n)-Postnikov diagram D consists of n directed curves, called
strands, in a disk with n marked vertices on its boundary, labelled by the elements of C1 (in
clockwise order). The strands are also labelled by the elements of C1, with strand i starting
at vertex i and ending at vertex i+ k. The following axioms must be satisfied.
Local axioms:
(a1) Only two strands can cross at a given point and all crossings are transverse.
(a2) There are finitely many crossing points.
(a3) Proceeding along a given strand, the other strands crossing it alternate between crossing
it left to right and right to left.
Global axioms:
(b1) A strand cannot intersect itself.
(b2) If two strands intersect at distinct points U and V , then one strand is oriented from U
to V and the other is oriented from V to U .
Note: for axiom (a3), strands i− k and i are regarded as crossing at the boundary vertex i
in the obvious way. Note also that because the disk is compact, condition (a2) is effectively
local.
We shall often refer to (k, n)-Postnikov diagrams as simply Postnikov diagrams when k
and n are clear from the context. A Postnikov diagram is defined up to isotopies fixing the
boundary. Two Postnikov diagrams are said to be equivalent if one can be obtained from
the other using the untwisting and twisting moves illustrated in Figure 2 (or the opposite
versions, obtained from these diagrams by reflection in a horizontal line). Note that these
moves are local: there must be a disk containing the initial configuration, and no other
strands are involved in the move. We call an untwisting or twisting move at the boundary
a boundary untwisting or twisting move (the lower diagram in the figure).
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Figure 2. Untwisting and twisting moves in a Postnikov diagram. The moves obtained by
reflecting these diagrams in a horizontal line are also allowed
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Figure 3. A (3, 7)-Postnikov diagram
Definition 2.2. We shall say that a Postnikov diagram is of reduced type if no
untwisting move or boundary untwisting move (i.e. going from left to right in Figure 2)
can be applied to it.
Note that in a Postnikov diagram of reduced type, while the first crossing of strand i
is with strand i− k, as is required, the second crossing must be with a different strand.
Figure 3 shows an example of a (3, 7)-Postnikov diagram which is of reduced type.
A Postnikov diagram divides the interior of the disk into bounded regions, the connected
components of the complement of the strands in the diagram. A region not adjacent to the
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Figure 4. Orientation convention for the quiver Q(D)
boundary of the disk is called internal and the other regions are referred to as a boundary
region. A region is said to be alternating if the strands incident with it alternate in orientation
going around the boundary (ignoring the boundary of the disk). It is said to be oriented if
the strands around its boundary are all oriented clockwise (or all anticlockwise). It easy to
check that every region of a Postnikov diagram must be alternating or oriented.
Each strand divides the disk into two parts, consisting of those regions on the left hand
side of the strand (when flowing along it) and those on the right hand side. Each alternating
region is labelled with the k-subset I of C1 consisting of the numbers of those strands which
have the region on their left hand side. The labels of the alternating regions are all distinct.
We denote the set of labels of D by C(D). The alternating regions have been labelled in
Figure 3, using the convention that a subset {i1, i2, . . . , is} of C1 is displayed as i1i2 · · · is.
Remark 2.3. For i ∈ C0, let Ei = [i− k + 1, i] ⊂ C1, i.e. the set of labels of the vertices
between edges i− k and i. Then the labels of the boundary alternating regions are precisely
the k-subsets E1, E2, . . . , En (see [27, §3]).
Recall that a quiver Q is a directed graph encoded by a tuple Q = (Q0, Q1, h, t), where
Q0 is the set of vertices, Q1 is the set of arrows and h, t : Q1 → Q0, so that each α ∈ Q1 is
an arrow tα→ hα. We will write Q = (Q0, Q1), with the remaining data implicit, and we
will also regarded it as an oriented 1-dimensional CW-complex.
Definition 2.4. The quiver Q(D) of a Postnikov diagram D has vertices Q0(D) =
C(D) given by the labels of the alternating regions of D. The arrows Q1(D) correspond to
intersection points of two alternating regions, with orientation as in Figure 4. The diagram
on the right indicates the boundary case, which can also occur in the opposite sense. We
refer to the arrows between boundary vertices as boundary arrows.
Remark 2.5. We can embed Q(D) into the disk, with each vertex plotted at some point
in the interior of the alternating region it corresponds to, except for boundary regions, in
which case we plot the point on the boundary of the disk. Each arrow is drawn within the
two regions corresponding to its end-points and passing through the corresponding crossing
in D. Boundary arrows are drawn along the boundary.
For example, the quiver of the Postnikov diagram in Figure 3 is shown in Figure 5,
embedded as in Remark 2.5.
Definition 2.6. A plabic graph [26, §11] is a planar graph embedded into a disk with n
vertices on the boundary, each of degree 1, and a colouring of the internal vertices with two
colours (which we take to be black and white). In this paper, we will additionally assume
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Figure 5. The quiver of the Postnikov diagram in Figure 3 (see Remark 3.4)
that the graph is bipartite, i.e. the end points of internal edges have different colours, and
that no internal vertex has degree 1. Note that the boundary vertices may best be considered
as the mid-points of half-edges, which we also call boundary edges.
Postnikov [26, §14] makes the following definition (see also [16, 2.1]).
Definition 2.7. To any Postnikov diagram D, there is an associated plabic graph
G(D), defined as follows. The boundary vertices are those of D, while the internal vertices
correspond to the oriented regions of D and are coloured black or white when the boundary
of the region is oriented anticlockwise or clockwise, respectively. The internal edges of G(D)
correspond to the points of intersection of pairs of oriented regions. For each oriented
boundary region of D, there is a boundary edge between the vertex corresponding to that
region and the boundary point that it touches.
The graph G(D) can be embedded in the disk, with each internal vertex mapped to a point
inside its corresponding oriented region and internal edges drawn as arcs passing through
the two oriented regions and their point of intersection. A boundary edge corresponding to
a boundary oriented region is drawn as an arc inside this region joining the corresponding
internal vertex to the boundary vertex. Thus G(D) is indeed a plabic graph; Figure 6 shows
an embedded graph for the Postnikov diagram in Figure 3.
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Figure 6. The plabic graph corresponding to the Postnikov diagram in Figure 3
Remark 2.8. Figures 5 and 6 may be considered as pictures of a dimer model, or
bipartite field theory (in the sense of Franco [11]), in a disk. We will make this more
precise in the next section, adapting the more quiver focussed formalism of Bocklandt [1,
2], Davison [7] and Broomhead [3] to the boundary case.
3. Dimer models with boundary
In this section, we formalise the notion of a dimer model with boundary and show how
the quiver of a Postnikov diagram can be interpreted as a dimer model in a disk. Given a
quiver Q, we write Qcyc for the set of oriented cycles in Q (up to cyclic equivalence). We
start with a more general definition.
Definition 3.1. A quiver with faces is a quiver Q = (Q0, Q1), together with a set Q2
of faces and a map ∂ : Q2 → Qcyc, which assigns to each F ∈ Q2 its boundary ∂F ∈ Qcyc.
We shall often denote a quiver with faces by the same letter Q, regarded now as the triple
(Q0, Q1, Q2). We say that Q is finite if Q0, Q1 and Q2 are all finite sets. The number of
times an arrow α ∈ Q1 appears in the boundaries of the faces in Q2 will be called the face
multiplicity of α. The (unoriented) incidence graph of Q, at a vertex i ∈ Q0, has vertices
given by the arrows incident with i. The edges between two arrows α, β correspond to the
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paths of the form
α // i
β //
occurring in a cycle bounding a face.
Definition 3.2. A (finite, oriented) dimer model with boundary is given by a finite
quiver with faces Q = (Q0, Q1, Q2), where Q2 is written as disjoint union Q2 = Q
+
2 ∪Q−2 ,
satisfying the following properties:
(a) the quiver Q has no loops, i.e. no 1-cycles, but 2-cycles are allowed,
(b) all arrows in Q1 have face multiplicity 1 (boundary arrows) or 2 (internal arrows),
(c) each internal arrow lies in a cycle bounding a face in Q+2 and in a cycle bounding a face
in Q−2 ,
(d) the incidence graph of Q at each vertex is connected.
Note that, by (b), each incidence graph in (d) must be either a line (at a boundary vertex)
or an unoriented cycle (at an internal vertex).
Remark 3.3. We will only encounter oriented dimer models in this paper, but it is
possible to consider unoriented ones by not writing Q2 as a disjoint union and dropping
condition (c). We will also only encounter finite dimer models, but infinite dimer models can
also be considered, e.g. the universal cover of any finite dimer model on a torus. One should
then add to (d) the condition that each incidence graph is finite, so Q is ‘locally finite’. We
choose not to require that the quiver Q is connected. However, note that, if it is, then it is
actually strongly connected, because every arrow is contained in a face, whose boundary also
includes a path going in the opposite direction (cf. [1, Def. 6.1]). Condition (a) is included
to avoid unpleasant degeneracies in Definition 3.5.
If we realise each face F of a dimer model Q as a polygon, whose edges are labelled
(cyclically) by the arrows in ∂F , then we may, in the usual way, form a topological space
|Q| by gluing together the edges of the polygons labelled by the same arrows, in the manner
indicated by the directions of the arrows. Then, arguing as in [1, Lemma 6.4], we see that
conditions (b) and (d) ensure that |Q| is a surface with boundary, while (c) means that
it can be oriented by declaring the boundary cycles of faces in Q+2 to be oriented positive
(or anticlockwise) and those of faces in Q−2 to be negative (or clockwise). Note also that
each component of the boundary of |Q| is (identified with) an unoriented cycle of boundary
arrows in Q. If Q is a dimer model with boundary, for which |Q| is homeomorphic to a disk,
then we will call Q a dimer model in a disk.
On the other hand, suppose that we are given an embedding of a finite quiver Q = (Q0, Q1)
into a compact (oriented) surface Σ with boundary, such that the complement of Q in Σ is
a disjoint union of disks, each of which is bounded by a cycle in Q. Then we may make Q
into an (oriented) dimer model in the above sense, for which |Q| ∼= Σ, by setting Q2 to be
the set of connected components of the complement of Q in Σ, which can be separated into
Q+2 and Q
−
2 when Σ is oriented.
Remark 3.4. By Remark 2.5, we have precisely such an embedding of the quiver Q(D),
associated to a Postnikov diagram D in a disk (see Figure 5). Thus Q(D) can be considered
to be not just a quiver, but actually a dimer model in a disk in the above sense. As is
well-known, the Postnikov diagram can be reconstructed by drawing strand segments inside
each face of Q(D) (in an embedding into a disk) from the mid-point of each arrow to the
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Figure 7. The quiver and plabic graph associated to the Postnikov diagram in Figure 3
mid-point of the next arrow in the cycle which is the boundary of the face, oriented in the
same direction. (In fact, the strands correspond to the zig-zag paths in the disk; see [2,
§5], [16, §§1.7, 2.1]). Note that carrying out this procedure for an arbitrary dimer model in
a disk will give a diagram satisfying the local axioms (a1) – (a3) of Definition 2.1, but not
necessarily satisfying the global axioms (b1) and (b2).
We may also describe Q(D), as a quiver with faces, directly and more combinatorially as
the dual of the plabic graph G(D), as in [11, §2.1] for a general bipartite field theory. In
other words, Q0(D) is in bijection with the set of faces of G(D) and Q1(D) with the set of
edges, with boundary arrows corresponding to boundary edges. An arrow joins the two faces
in G(D) that share the corresponding edge and is oriented so that the black vertex is on
the left and/or the white vertex is on the right. The faces (plaquettes in [11]) F ∈ Q+2 (D)
correspond to the internal black vertices, while those in Q−2 (D) correspond to the white
vertices. The boundary ∂F is given by the arrows corresponding to the edges incident with
the internal vertex of G(D) corresponding to F , ordered anticlockwise round black vertices
and clockwise round white ones. This duality is illustrated in Figure 7, for Q(D) as in
Figure 5 and G(D) as in Figure 6.
Definition 3.5. Given a dimer model with boundary Q, we define the dimer algebra AQ
as follows. For each internal arrow α ∈ Q1, there are (unique) faces F+ ∈ Q+2 and F− ∈ Q−2
such that ∂F± = αp±α , for paths p
+
α and p
−
α from hα to tα. Then the dimer algebra AQ is
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the quotient of the path algebra CQ by the relations
p+α = p
−
α , (3.1)
for every internal arrow α ∈ Q1.
Remark 3.6. Note that the orientation is not strictly necessary to define AQ; we only
need to know that F± are the two faces that contain the internal arrow α in their boundaries,
but not which is which. On the other hand, given the orientation, we may also define a
(super)potential WQ by the usual formula (e.g. [12, §2])
WQ =
∑
F∈Q+2
∂F −
∑
F∈Q−2
∂F,
defined up to cyclic equivalence. Then AQ may also be described as the quotient of the path
algebra CQ by the so-called ‘F-term’ relations
∂α(WQ) = 0,
for each internal arrow α in Q, where ∂α is the usual cyclic derivative (e.g. [15, §1.3] or [1,
§3]). Thus, in the absence of boundary arrows in Q, the algebra AQ is the usual Jacobi (or
superpotential) algebra (e.g. [1, §3], [3, §2.1.3]).
In the boundary case, the idea of only considering F-term relations for internal arrows
has arisen independently in work of Franco [11, §6.1] and Buan-Iyama-Reiten-Smith [4,
Defn. 1.1]. In the latter case, a slightly different approach is used, whereby any arrow
joining two boundary (or frozen) vertices is considered to be frozen and hence does not
contribute an F-term relation, while in our case, we may have internal arrows with both
end-points being boundary vertices (see Figures 23 and 28). Buan-Iyama-Reiten-Smith [4]
give a description [4, Thm. 6.6] of the endomorphism algebras of some cluster-tilting objects
over preprojective algebras as frozen Jacobian algebras in the sense of [4, Defn 1.1]. Demonet-
Luo [8] give a 2-Calabi-Yau categorification C of the Grassmannian Gr(2, n) using frozen
Jacobian algebras in the sense of [4, Defn. 1.1]; these algebras are the endomorphism algebras
of cluster-tilting objects in C (see [8, Thm. 1.3]).
Definition 3.7. We write AD for the dimer algebra AQ(D) associated to the dimer
model Q(D). It follows from the defining relations that, for any vertex I ∈ Q0(D), the
product in AD of the arrows in any cycle that starts at I and bounds a face is the same. We
denote this element by uI , and write
u =
∑
I∈Q0(D)
uI . (3.2)
It similarly follows from the relations that u commutes with every arrow and hence is in the
centre of AD.
Remark 3.8. A dimer algebra is a special case of an algebra defined by a quiver Q
with commutation relations, that is, it is a quotient CQ/I, where the ideal I is generated
by {pi − qi : i ∈ I} for paths pi and qi in Q with the same start and end points. Any such
algebra has a couple of elementary properties, which we note down for future reference and
provide proofs for the convenience of the reader, although these properties seem well-known
and ‘obvious’. Firstly,
(a) every path in Q gives a non-zero element of CQ/I.
This is an immediate corollary of a stronger property, that requires one to first observe that
commutation relations define a natural equivalence relation ∼ on the set of paths in Q,
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generated by requiring that p ∼ q if p has a subpath pi and q is obtained from p by replacing
pi with qi, for some i ∈ I. Then, secondly,
(b) the equivalence classes of ∼ form a basis of CQ/I.
Note that any equivalence class p of paths does determine a well-defined element p+ I of
CQ/I and these elements evidently span. To see that they are independent, observe that
there is a well-defined algebra C(Q/∼) with basis given by the set of equivalence classes of
∼, with multiplication given by concatenation, where possible, and zero otherwise, extended
linearly. The natural map
pi : CQ→ C(Q/∼) : p 7→ p
has each pi − qi, for i ∈ I, in its kernel and so induces a map pi : CQ/I → C(Q/∼), which is
the inverse of the map p 7→ p+ I.
Alternatively, (a) has a direct proof as follows. Let M be the algebra of square matrices
over C of size |Q0|. Then (numbering of the vertices Q0) there is a morphism of algebras
θ : CQ→M taking the idempotent ei to the elementary matrix Eii and any arrow from i
to j to the matrix Eji. The kernel of θ contains every possible commutation relation, and
hence contains I, so θ induces an algebra morphism θ : CQ/I →M . However, θ sends every
path in Q to a non-zero element of M .
4. Weights
In this section, we introduce a weighting on the arrows in the quiver Q = Q(D) of a
Postnikov diagram D, via elements of NC0. Our main aim is to compute the weight of the
boundary of a face of Q(D) and the sum of the weights of the arrows incident with a vertex
of Q(D).
These results will be then used in Section 6 in order to find the first step in a path between
any pair of vertices in Q0 whose weight does not include every element of C0; we call such
a path a minimal path. Such a minimal path itself will be constructed in Section 8, and is a
key component in the proof of surjectivity of the morphism we shall construct in Section 10
from the total algebra to the endomorphism algebra.
Definition 4.1. For any arrow α : I → J in Q1(D), let c ∈ C1 be the number of the
strand crossing α from right to left and d ∈ C1 the number of the strand crossing α from
left to right. In other words, J = I − c+ d. Identifying a subset of C0 with the sum of its
elements in NC0, we give α the weight
wα = (c, d)0;
see Figure 8. The weight of a path in Q(D) is then defined to be the sum of the weights of
the arrows in the path.
c
d
d
c
• •
cd
• •
Figure 8. Internal and boundary arrows of weight (c, d)0
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567
671
712
123
234
345
456
156
157
145 147
245 124
1234
4567
5671
7
123
2
12
456
671
712
345
456
67
34
3
5
1
567
56
6
7123
234
45
71
4
23
Figure 9. Weights on the quiver of the Postnikov diagram in Figure 5
Remark 4.2. Note that by definition the weight of an arrow cannot be the whole of
C0. It also cannot be zero (i.e. the empty set) because crossing strands are distinct by
Definition 2.1(b1). The weights of the arrows in the quiver in Figure 5 are shown in Figure 9.
Lemma 4.3. Let F be a face in Q2(D). The ordering of the arrows in ∂F induces a
cyclic ordering on the strands in D entering F on its boundary. Then the starting points of
these strands appear on the boundary of the disk in the same order. The same result holds
for the end points of the strands exiting F .
Proof. We argue as in the proof of necessity in [2, Thm. 6.6]. For an arrow α in ∂F , let
Rα denote the part of the strand entering F at α from its starting point until its crossing
point with α (we refer to this as a backward ray). Note that if α is a boundary arrow then
Rα is a single point.
Suppose that α and β are arrows in ∂F and that Rα and Rβ cross outside F . Let pi(α, β)
be the path in ∂F strictly between α and β which is homotopic to the composition of the
path from the intersection of α with Rα, backwards along Rα to its last crossing point with
Rβ , and the path from this crossing point to the intersection of β and Rβ .
We show by induction on l that there are no crossings outside F between Rα and Rβ for
which the length of pi(α, β) is l. If Rα and Rβ cross outside F and the length of pi(α, β) is
zero, then we have a contradiction to Definition 2.1(b2). So fix l ≥ 1 and suppose the result
is true for smaller l. If Rα and Rβ cross and pi(α, β) has length l, then, for any arrow γ
in pi(α, β), Rγ must cross Rα or Rβ . Since pi(α, β) = pi(γ, β) ◦ γ ◦ pi(α, γ), we see that both
pi(α, γ) and pi(γ, β) have length less than l, so we have a contradiction and Rα and Rβ cannot
cross.
By induction, none of the backward rays Rα cross, and the result follows.
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c1
c2
c3
c4
c5
•
•
•
•
•
α1
α2
α3
α4
α5
Rα1
Rα2
Rα3
Rα4
Rα5
Figure 10. The ordering of strands around a face
Corollary 4.4. For every F ∈ Q2(D), the weight of ∂F is C0.
Proof. Suppose first that F ∈ Q+2 (D). Let α1, . . . , αr be the arrows in ∂(F ), taken in
anticlockwise order. Let ci be the number of strand Rαi , for i = 1, . . . , r. Then the weight
of αi is (ci, ci−1)0 (with subscripts modulo r), and the result follows from Lemma 4.3. A
similar argument applies to faces in Q−2 (D).
Remark 4.5. It follows from Corollary 4.4 that the weighting of arrows α 7→ wα given
in Definition 4.1 induces an NC0-grading on AD (see Definition 3.5).
Remark 4.6. For i ∈ C0, let Pi = {α ∈ Q1(D) : i ∈ wα}. By Corollary 4.4, the cycle
bounding each face in Q2(D) contains exactly one arrow from Pi. Thus each such Pi may
be considered as a perfect matching on Q(D) or, equivalently, on the dual G(D) (see [11,
§2.2]).
Next, we consider the strands around a vertex in a similar way. We fix an internal vertex
I in Q0(D), and suppose that there are 2r arrows incident with I in Q(D). We label them
αi, i = 1, 2, . . . , 2r, in order anticlockwise around I, where the αi for i odd are outgoing
arrows and the others are incoming, and treat the subscripts modulo 2r. Let Ii be the end-
point of αi not equal to I. For i odd, we suppose that strand fi crosses αi from right to
left (looking along the arrow), and fi+1 crosses αi from left to right, so that αi has weight
(fi, fi+1)0 (again treating subscripts modulo 2r). Note that if i is even, then αi also has
weight (fi, fi+1)0. See Figure 11 for the case r = 3. Note that we have:
Ii =
{
I − fi + fi+1, i odd;
I − fi+1 + fi, i even.
(4.1)
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I1I2
I3
I4 I5
I6I
X5
X′5
Y ′5
Y5β5
F5
α1
α2
α3
α4
α5
α6
f1
f3
f5
f2
f4
f6
Figure 11. The arrows incident with an internal vertex I
Lemma 4.7. Let I be an internal vertex of Q(D), with notation as defined above. Then
(a) For each i, the strand labels fi, fi+1, fi+2 occur in clockwise order in C.
(b) The strand labels f1, f3, . . . , f2r−1 appear in anticlockwise order in C, and
(c) The strand labels f2, f4, . . . , f2r appear in anticlockwise order in C.
Proof. We argue as in the proof of necessity in [2, Thm. 6.6]. Fix i ∈ [1, 2r], odd, and
let Fi be the face whose boundary includes αiαi+1. Let βi be the arrow following αi in ∂Fi.
The strands leaving Fi at αi, βi, and αi+1 (ordered clockwise around ∂Fi) are fi, fi+1 and
fi+2 respectively. Part (a) for i odd then follows from an application of Lemma 4.3.
Let Xi be the point on αi+1 where strand fi+2 leaves Fi and let Yi be the point on βi
where strand fi leaves Fi (note that Yi could coincide with Xi). By Lemma 4.3, strands fi+2
and fi do not cross after they leave Fi.
Let X ′i be the next crossing point of strand fi+2 with an arrow after Xi (i.e. on arrow
αi+2), and let Y
′
i be the previous crossing point of strand fi with an arrow before Yi (i.e.
on arrow αi). Since the part of strand fi between Y
′
i and Yi lies inside Fi and the part of
strand fi+2 between Xi and X
′
i lies outside Fi, it follows that strand fi+2, after X
′
i, and
strand fi, after Y
′
i , do not cross. See Figure 11 for an illustration in the case i = 5. Part (b)
then follows, via an argument similar to that used in Lemma 4.3.
The proofs of part (a) for i even and part (c) are similar to the above.
Properties (b) and (c) of Lemma 4.7 are similar to the notion of ‘proper ordering’
introduced by Gullota [17, §3] for dimer models on a torus T 2. In this case, each strand (or
zig-zag path) has a two component winding number, i.e. its homology class in H1(T
2) ∼= Z2.
The dimer model is said to be properly ordered if the circular order of the strands around
any vertex of the bipartite graph is the same as the circular order of the directions of their
winding numbers.
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Definition 4.8. Let I be an internal vertex in Q0(D) and let the fi be defined as
above. Then consecutive intervals (fi, fi+1)0 of vertices follow on from each other, and do
not overlap. Thus gluing these intervals together creates a path on C which we denote ξ(I).
We have:
Proposition 4.9. Fix an internal vertex I of Q(D) incident with 2r arrows. Then the
path ξ(I) wraps around C exactly r − 1 times.
Proof. By Lemma 4.7(b), we have:
r∑
i=1
(f2i+1, f2i−1)0 = C0, (4.2)
By Lemma 4.7(a), we have
(f2i−1, f2i+1)0 = (f2i−1, f2i)0 + (f2i, f2i+1),
So
(f2i+1, f2i−1)0 = C0 − (f2i−1, f2i)0 − (f2i, f2i+1)0.
Hence, by (4.2),
r∑
i=1
(C0 − (f2i−1, f2i)0 − (f2i, f2i+1)0) = C0.
So
r∑
i=1
((f2i−1, f2i)0 + (f2i, f2i+1)) = (r − 1)C0. (4.3)
As mentioned above, consecutive intervals (fi, fi+1)0 of vertices follow on from each other
and the result follows.
We next consider the case of a boundary vertex Ej in Q(D). If there is an arrow from Ej
to Ej+1 (respectively, Ej−1) we take α+out (respectively, α
−
out) to be this arrow; otherwise we
take it to be the arrow outgoing from Ej immediately clockwise (respectively, anticlockwise)
of this arrow. Let Wout(Ej) denote the set of all arrows (whether outgoing or ingoing)
incident with Ej in the wedge clockwise of α
+
out and anticlockwise of α
−
out (including both
α+out and α
−
out). Let rout be the number of arrows in Wout(Ej) starting at Ej , so we have
that |Wout| = 2rout − 1. See Figure 12 for an illustration.
If there is an arrow from Ej+1 (respectively, Ej−1) to Ej we take α+in (respectively, α
−
in) to
be the this arrow; otherwise we take it to be the arrow incoming to Ej immediately clockwise
(respectively, anticlockwise) of this arrow. Let Win(Ej) denote the set of all arrows (whether
outgoing or ingoing) incident with Ej in the wedge clockwise of α
+
in and anticlockwise of α
−
in
(including both α+in and α
−
in). Let rin be the number of arrows in Win(Ej) ending at Ej , so
we have that |Win| = 2rin − 1.
We write
Wout(Ej) = {α1, α2, . . . , α2rout−1},
numbering the arrows anticlockwise around Ej . Note that the αi for i odd are outgoing from
Ej and the others are incoming to Ej .
There are two possibilities for arrows incident with Ej not lying in Wout(Ej). If the
arrow between Ej and Ej−1 (respectively, Ej+1) points towards Ej (and so does not lie in
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Wout(Ej)), label it α0 (respectively, α2r), where r = rout. Thus the arrows incident with I
are α0, α1, . . . , α2r−1, α2r, in anticlockwise order around i, with the first and last arrows in
the list appearing only when they are defined.
As before, we set Ii be the end-point of αi not equal to I. And for i odd, we suppose that
strand fi crosses αi from right to left (looking along the arrow), and fi+1 crosses αi from
left to right, so that αi has weight (fi, fi+1)0. Note that if i is even, then αi also has weight
(fi, fi+1)0. Note that statement (4.1) holds in this case also. See Figure 12 for an illustration
of the possible cases.
Since Ej = Ej−1 ∪ {j} \ {j − k} and strand f1 crosses the arrow between Ej−1 and Ej
(whichever direction it is in), with Ej on its left, we always have that f1 = j. Similarly, we
always have that f2r = j + 1.
We make similar definitions for the wedge Win(Ej).
Definition 4.10. Let Ej be an external vertex in Q0(D) and let the fi be defined
as above. Then consider the intervals (fi, fi+1)0 of vertices, for i = 1, 2, . . . , 2rout − 1.
Consecutive intervals in this set follow on from each other exactly and do not overlap.
We denote the path obtained by gluing these intervals together by ξout(Ej). Similarly, we
have a path ξin(Ej).
Proposition 4.11. Let Ej be a boundary vertex of Q. Then we have the following.
(a) The path ξout(Ej) starts at vertex j, wraps rout − 1 times around C0 times, then ends
by revisiting the vertex j.
(b) The path ξin(Ej) starts at vertex j − k, wraps rin − 1 times around C0 times, then ends
by revisiting the vertex j − k.
Proof. We prove part (a) only; the proof of (b) is similar. We set r = rout. The result
will follow if we can show that: ∑
α∈Wout(Ej)
wα = (r − 1)C0 + j, (4.4)
since the weights of the αi are intervals forming the path ξout(Ej). Arguing as in Lemma 4.7,
we see that:
(a) f1, f3, . . . , f2r−1 appear in anticlockwise order in C0, and
(b) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2r − 3, fi, fi+1, fi+2 occur in clockwise order in C0.
Hence
r−1∑
i=1
(f2i+1, f2i−1)0 = C0 − (f1, f2r−1)0,
and, for 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1,
(f2i−1, f2i+1)0 = (f2i−1, f2i)0 + (f2i, f2i+1)0 = wα2i−1 + wα2i .
So, for 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1,
(f2i+1, f2i−1)0 = C0 − wα2i−1 − wα2i ,
and we have:
r−1∑
i=1
(
C0 − wα2i−1 − wα2i
)
= C0 − (f1, f2r−1)0. (4.5)
If the arrow between Ej and Ej+1 points towards Ej+1 then it is labelled α2r−1. Since
Ej = Ej+1 ∪ {j − k + 1} \ {j + 1} and strand f2r−1 cuts this arrow with Ej on its left, we
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f3
f2 = j − k
f5 = j − k + 1
f4
f1 = j
f6 = j + 1
α1
α2
α3
α4
α5
Ej
Ej−1
Ej+1
f3
f2
f5 = j − k + 1
f4
f1 = j
f6 = j + 1
α0α1
α2
α3
α4
α5
Ej
Ej−1
Ej+1
f3
f2 = j − k
f5
f4
f7 = j − k + 1
f1 = j
f6 = j + 1
α1
α2
α3
α4
α5
α6
Ej
Ej−1
Ej+1
f3
f2 = j − k
f5 = j − k + 1
f4
f1 = j
f6 = j + 1
α0α1
α2
α3
α4
α5
α6
Ej
Ej−1
Ej+1
Figure 12. The arrows incident with a boundary vertex Ej . The shaded region indicates the
wedge Wout
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have that f2r−1 = j − k + 1. The other strand crossing this arrow is f2r = j + 1. Recall also
that f1 = j. Hence, in this case, (4.5) can be rewritten as
2r−2∑
i=1
wαi = (r − 2)C0 + (j, j − k + 1)0
We then have, using the fact that wα2r−1 = (f2r−1, f2r)0 = (j − k + 1, j + 1)0, that
2r−1∑
i=1
wαi = (r − 2)C0 + (j, j − k + 1)0 + (j − k + 1, j + 1)0,
implying (4.4) as required.
If the arrow between Ej and Ej+1 points towards Ej then it is labelled α2r. Then strand
f2r = j + 1 crosses this arrow from right to left and f2r+1 = j − k + 1 crosses it from left to
right. Arguing as above, we obtain the following variation of (4.5):
r∑
i=1
(
C0 − wα2i−1 − wα2i
)
= C0 − (f1, f2r+1)0,
which can be rewritten as:
2r∑
i=1
wαi = (r − 1)C0 + (j, j − k + 1)0.
We then have, using the fact that wα2r = (j + 1, j − k + 1)0, that
2r−1∑
i=1
wαi = (r − 1)C0 + (j, j − k + 1)0 − (j + 1, j − k + 1)0,
implying (4.4) as required.
5. Angles and isoradial embedding
Fix a Postnikov diagram D. In this section we investigate the implications of the results
in the previous section for embedding Q(D) isoradially into a planar polygon. This leads
us to a notion of consistent boundary R-charge. We compare this embedding with results
of [25]. The results in this section are not needed for the main result of the paper, but seem
to be interesting from the point of view of understanding Q(D) as a dimer model.
For each i ∈ C0, let θi ∈ (0, 2pi) be an angle, with the property that
∑
i∈C0 θi = 2pi. For
each arrow α in Q1(D), let
θα =
∑
i∈wα
θi.
We then have the following result. It has a geometric interpretation which will be explained
in Corollary 5.4.
Lemma 5.1. The θα satisfy the following conditions:
(a) For all F ∈ Q2(D), ∑
α∈∂F
θα = 2pi.
(b) Let I ∈ Q0(D) be an internal vertex. Then we have:∑
α,β
pi − 12 (θα + θβ) = 2pi, (5.1)
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where the sum is over all pairs of arrows α, β incident with I such that α, β are
consecutive arrows in a face of Q(D). Equivalently,∑
α
(pi − θα) = 2pi, (5.2)
where the sum is over all arrows α incident with I.
(c) Let I = Ej ∈ Q0(D) be an external vertex. Then we have:∑
α,β
pi − 12 (θα + θβ) = pi − 12 (θj + θj−k). (5.3)
where the sum is over all pairs of arrows α, β incident with I such that α, β are
consecutive arrows in a face of Q(D). Equivalently,∑
α∈Wout(Ej)
pi − θα = pi − θj . (5.4)
Proof. Part (a) is equivalent to Corollary 4.4. In parts (b) and (c), we use the same
notation as above for the arrows incident with I in Q(D). For part (b), note that
∑2r
i=1 θαi =
2(r − 1)pi, by equation (4.3) in the proof of Proposition 4.11. This is easily seen to be
equivalent to the two formulas in (b).
We now consider part (c). Let γ− be the arrow between Ej and Ej−1, and let γ+ be the
arrow between Ej and Ej+1. Then we have
wγ− =
{
[j, j − k − 1] if γ− points away from Ej ;
C0 − [j, j − k − 1] if γ− points towards Ej ;
wγ+ =
{
[j − k + 1, j] if γ+ points away from Ej ;
C0 − [j − k + 1, j] if γ+ points towards Ej .
(5.5)
The sum in part (c) can be rewritten as follows:∑
α,β
pi − 12 (θα + θβ) = (pi − 12 (θα0 + θα1)) + (pi − 12 (θα2r−1 + θα2r )) +
2r−2∑
i=1
pi − 12 (θαi + θαi+1)
= (pi − 12 (θα0 + θα1)) + (pi − 12 (θα2r−1 + θα2r )) + 12 (θα1 + θα2r−1)− pi +
2r−1∑
i=1
(pi − θαi).
where the first (respectively, second) term on the right hand side appears if the arrow between
Ej and Ej−1 (respectively, Ej+1) points towards Ej . Hence,∑
α,β
pi − 12 (θα + θβ)−
2r−1∑
i=1
(pi − θαi) + pi − θj = 12 (ψ1 + ψ2 − 2θj), (5.6)
where
ψ1 =
{
θα1 if γ
− points away from Ej ;
2pi − θα0 if γ− points towards Ej ;
and
ψ2 =
{
θα2r−1 if γ
+ points away from Ej ;
2pi − θα2r if γ+ points towards Ej .
Note that γ− = α1 if γ− points away from Ej and γ− = α0 otherwise; see Figure 11.
Similarly, γ+ = α2r−1 if γ+ points away from Ej and γ+ = α2r otherwise. Applying (5.5),
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we see that the right hand side of (5.6) simplifies to
1
2
−2θj + ∑
i∈[j,j−k−1]
θi +
∑
i∈[j−k+1,j]
θi
 = pi − 12 (θj + θj−k).
Therefore, recalling that Wout(Ej) = {α1, . . . , α2r−1}, equation (5.4) is equivalent to
equation (5.3), which holds by equation (4.4) in the proof of Proposition 4.11.
Remark 5.2. For each arrow α ∈ Q1(D), let Rα = θα/pi. Then Lemma 5.1(a) states
that for all F ∈ Q2(D), ∑
α∈∂F
Rα = 2. (5.7)
Equation (5.2) becomes: ∑
α
(1−Rα) = 2, (5.8)
for every internal vertex I ∈ Q0(D), where the sum is over all arrows α incident with I.
Equation (5.4) becomes: ∑
α∈Wout(Ej)
1−Rα = 1− θj/pi. (5.9)
We can regard equations (5.7)–(5.9) as the definition of a consistent boundary R-charge.
Following [2, §6], we make the following definition (noting that Bocklandt uses the term
‘embedding with isoradial cycles’).
Definition 5.3. Let Q be a quiver with faces. We will say that a map v : Q0 → R2 is
an isoradial embedding of Q if the following hold:
(i) The map v induces an embedding of (Q0, Q1) into R2, taking an arrow to the line
segment between the images of its endpoints.
(ii) For each F ∈ Q2 with
∂F = I1 → I2 → · · · → Ir → I1,
the points v(I1), v(I2), . . . , v(Ir), taken in order, form a polygon TF inscribed on a unit
circle.
(iii) Two polygons of form TF which have non-empty intersection can intersect only in a
single common edge or point.
Note that in an isoradial embedding, two polygons TF intersect in an edge (respectively,
a point, the empty set) if and only if the corresponding faces have boundaries containing
a unique common arrow (respectively, a unique common vertex, no common vertex) in Q.
The strictly convex polygons TF tile a subset of R2, which we shall refer to as the image of
Q under v.
Corollary 5.4. If D is of reduced type (see Definition 2.2), then the quiver with faces
Q(D) can be isoradially embedded into an n-sided polygon with vertices Ej , j = 1, . . . , n,
and internal angle pi − 12 (θj + θj−k) at vertex Ej .
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Figure 13. The angle between successive arrows incident with a vertex is pi − 1
2
(θα + θβ)
Proof. We modify the discussion after [2, Rk 6.2] for the boundary case (see also [18, §3]
for the dual case). Part (a) of Lemma 5.1 means that each cycle in Q2(D) can be embedded
into the plane as a polygon inscribed on a unit circle such that each arrow α stands on an arc
of angle θα. The angle between successive arrows α, β in a cycle in Q2(D) is pi − 12 (θα + θβ)
(see Figure 13), so it follows from Lemma 5.1(b) and (c) that these polygons (which all have
at least three sides since D is of reduced type) tile the polygon mentioned above and hence
give an isoradial embedding.
Note that if θi = 2pi/n, the polygon in Corollary 5.4 is regular. If D is not of reduced
type, we still obtain a tiling of the same polygon using the above procedure, if we allow
degenerate 2-sided tiles. But is not an isoradial embedding since the arrows in a two-cycle
map onto the same line in the plane.
We remark that an isoradial embedding of Q(D) in the above sense has been constructed
explicitly in [25] in the case where D is of reduced type. We recall this construction here in
order to compare with the above.
Recall that a pair I, J of k-subsets of C1 is said to be noncrossing, or weakly separated [22]
(see also [27, Defn. 3]) if there are no elements a, b, c, d, cyclically ordered around C1, such
that a, c ∈ I − J and b, d ∈ J − I. Note that a pair I, I is always noncrossing. A collection
of k-subsets is said to be noncrossing if it is pairwise noncrossing.
By [27, Cor. 1], the set C = C(D) of k-subsets of C1 labelling a Postnikov diagram D is a
maximal noncrossing collection. By [25, Thm. 7.1], every such collection arises in this way.
Definition 5.5. Let C be any maximal noncrossing collection of k-subsets of C1. We
can define a quiver with faces Γ = Γ(C), with vertex set Γ0 = C. The arrows Γ1 and faces
Γ2 are determined as follows, mimicking the definition of the CW-complex Σ(C) in [25, §9].
If K is any (k − 1)-subset of C1, then the white clique W(K) of K is the set
{I ∈ C : K ⊆ I},
which is given a cyclic order
K + a1,K + a2, . . . ,K + ar,K + a1,
where a1, a2, . . . , ar, a1 are cyclically ordered clockwise in C1.
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Figure 14. Typical points v1, . . . , vn in the case n = 7
If L is any (k + 1)-subset of C1, then the black clique B(L) of L is the set
{I ∈ C : I ⊆ L},
which is given a cyclic order
L− bs, L− bs−1, . . . , L− b1, L− bs,
where b1, b2, . . . , bs, b1 are cyclically ordered clockwise in C1.
A clique is said to be nontrivial when it has at least 3 elements. We let Γ2 be the set of
nontrivial cliques, or more precisely, we set
Γ−2 = {K : |W(K)| ≥ 3}, Γ+2 = {L : |B(L)| ≥ 3}.
For I, J ∈ C, there is an arrow α : I → J in Γ1 if J follows I in the cyclic ordering of some
nontrivial clique. Note: even if this occurs in more than one clique, there is only one arrow.
Then we may also define ∂ : Γ2 → Γcyc in the obvious way.
Note that an arrow α : I → J in Γ(C) can occur in the boundary of at most 2 cliques,
namely W(I ∩ J) and B(I ∪ J), and that it will occur with the same orientation in both.
Indeed, if both these cliques are nontrivial, then α : I → J must be an arrow in both
boundaries, by [25, Lemma 9.2].
In [25, §9], an isoradial embedding of Γ(C) is constructed as follows. For all i ∈ C1, choose
unit vectors vi in R2, in the same clockwise order around the unit circle as in C1 (see
Figure 14 for an example the case n = 7). Note that these points form a strictly convex
polygon, which is the condition required by [25] (see [25, Lemma 9.3]). Here we assume the
stronger property that they form a polygon inscribed in a unit circle.
This is extended to a map v on all subsets J of C1 by setting
v(J) =
∑
i∈J
vi.
Denote the point with position vector v(J) by J . Any i ∈ C0 is common to the two adjacent
edges i, i+ 1 ∈ C1. Thus it makes sense to set θi to be the angle between vi and vi+1 for
i ∈ C0.
Lemma 5.6. Let α : I → J be an arrow in Q. Set K = I ∩ J and L = I ∪ J . Then
]JKI = θα = ]ILJ,
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Proof. Firstly, note that θα cannot be equal to 0 or 2pi, by the remarks immediately
following Definition 4.1. Now we know that
−→
KI = vI − vK = vI−J , −−→KJ = vJ − vK = vJ−I .
The formula for the angle ]JKI then follows from the definition of the θi and the fact that
wα = (c, d)0, where I − J = {c} and J − I = {d}. The formula for the angle ]ILJ is proved
similarly.
Suppose Q is a quiver with faces such that the boundary of every face is a cycle of length
at least 3 and that Q has an isoradial embedding v whose image is a subset of the plane
bounded by a polygon, so the map v induces an embedding of the quiver (Q0, Q1) into a
disk. Then the given structure of quiver with faces on (Q0, Q1) coincides with the structure
inherited from the embedding and it follows that Q is a dimer model in a disk.
Theorem 5.7. Let D be a (k, n)-Postnikov diagram of reduced type and C = C(D) the
set of labels of the alternating regions. Let Γ = Γ(C) be the associated quiver with faces, as
in Definition 5.5, and let vC : Γ0 → R2 be the restriction of v to Γ0 = C.
(a) The map vC is an isoradial embedding of Γ. The image of Γ under vC is the subset of
the plane bounded by a convex polygon with vertices v(E1), v(E2), . . . , v(En) arranged
clockwise around the boundary.
(b) As quivers with faces, we have Γ(C) ∼= Q(D).
Proof. We first prove part (a). To check part (ii) of Definition 5.3, notice that, if K ∈ Γ−2 ,
then v(K + a)− v(K) = va, for any a ∈ C1. Hence, the points
v(K + a1), v(K + a2), . . . , v(K + ar)
lie in order clockwise around a unit circle centred at v(K). A similar statement holds for
L ∈ Γ+2 . For parts (i) and (iii) of Definition 5.3 we use [25, Prop. 9.4], noting that by [25,
Thm. 9.12] there cannot be a pair of vertices I, J ∈ C with W(I ∩ J) = B(I ∪ J) = {I, J},
so Γ(C) corresponds to Σ(C) in [25, §9]. The claim concerning the image follows from [25,
Prop. 9.8, Rk. 9.9 and Thm. 9.12].
For part (b), we note that by [25, Thm. 9.12], Γ(C) is the dual of G(D). By Remark 3.4,
the dual of G(D) is Q(D) and the result follows.
In particular, we see, using Lemma 5.6 and Theorem 5.7, that vC has the property
mentioned in the proof of Corollary 5.4, i.e. that each arrow α stands on an arc of angle θα.
We colour a tile TF in an isoradial embedding black (respectively, white) if the
anticlockwise (respectively, clockwise) ordering of its vertices corresponds to the ordering of
the cycle ∂F . Note that the tiling is bipartite in the sense that two tiles sharing an edge
must be of opposite colour. The bipartite tiling corresponding to the isoradial embedding
in Theorem 5.7(a) is referred to as the plabic tiling corresponding to C in [25]. For the
Postnikov diagram D in Figure 3 and the vectors in Figure 14, the plabic tiling and the
image of Γ(C(D)) under the isoradial embedding in Theorem 5.7(a) are shown in Figure 15.
Note that the quiver is the same as the one in Figure 5, but a little staightened.
6. Construction of a minimal path: first arrow
Our goal in this section is to show that, given any distinct pair of vertices I, J ∈ Q0(D),
there is an arrow, starting at I, whose weight is constrained in a way that makes it a
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Figure 15. The plabic tiling and the image of Q(D) under vC(D) for the Postnikov diagram D in
Figure 3 and vi in Figure 14
j1i2
j2 = a
i1 = b
(a, b)0
I − J J − I
Figure 16. A noncrossing pair
candidate for the first arrow in a minimal path from I to J . We will then construct this
path in Section 8.
Definition 6.1. Suppose that I, J are distinct noncrossing k-subsets of C1. Then I − J
and J − I are nonempty and contained in non-overlapping cyclic intervals in C1. Let [i1, i2]
and [j1, j2] be the smallest cyclic intervals containing I − J and J − I, respectively. We
define two elements of C1 associated to the ordered pair (I, J) by setting
a = a(I, J) = j2 ∈ J − I, b = b(I, J) = i1 ∈ I − J.
Observe that, since a 6= b, the interval (a, b)0 in C0 is nonempty. See Figure 16 for a picture;
the vertices in (a, b)0 are indicated by black dots.
Note that, if I, J are distinct k-subsets labelling regions of the same Postnikov diagram
D, then they are noncrossing, by [27, Cor. 1]. Our goal may now be stated more precisely
as follows.
Proposition 6.2. Let D be a Postnikov diagram and let I, J be distinct vertices in
Q0(D). Let a = a(I, J) and b = b(I, J). Then there is an arrow α, starting at I, whose
weight wα (as a subset of C0) is disjoint from (a, b)0.
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Proof. We divide the proof into two cases, when I is internal or external. The required
statements are then proved as Lemmas 6.4 and 6.6 below.
Thus, we start by assuming that I is an internal vertex of Q(D) and J is an arbitrary
vertex. We use the notation introduced after Remark 4.6.
Lemma 6.3. Fix 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Then [f2i, f2i+1] 6⊆ (a, b).
Proof. Suppose, for a contradiction, that [f2i, f2i+1] ⊆ (a, b). Then a, f2i, f2i+1, b appear
in cyclic order clockwise in C1. Since f2i 6∈ I and f2i ∈ (a, b), we must have f2i 6∈ J , so
f2i ∈ I2i − J by (4.1). Similarly, f2i+1 ∈ J − I2i. We also have that a 6∈ I2i since a 6∈ I and
a 6= f2i, so a ∈ J − I2i. Similarly, b ∈ I2i − J . This implies that I2i and J are crossing, which
is the required contradiction, as I2i, J ∈ Q0(D).
Let ξ(I) be the path associated to I in Definition 4.8. By Proposition 4.9, it wraps around
C exactly r − 1 times. Let C(r − 1) be a connected (r − 1)-fold cover of the graph C. By
choosing appropriate consecutive lifts (f˜i, f˜i+1)0, we can lift ξ to C(r − 1), obtaining a path
ξ˜ which encircles C(r − 1) exactly once.
Lemma 6.4. There is an i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r} such that the weight (f2i−1, f2i)0 of the arrow
α2i−1 : I → I2i−1 is disjoint from (a, b)0.
Proof. The preimage of (a, b)0 in C(r − 1) consists of a disjoint union of r − 1 lifts of
(a, b)0. If one of these, say (a˜, b˜)0, had a nonempty intersection with more than one of
the lifts (f˜2i−1, f˜2i)0 in ξ˜ it would have non empty intersection with two consecutive odd
intervals (f˜2i−1, f˜2i)0 and (f˜2i+1, f˜2i+2)0. Then we’d have [f˜2i, f˜2i+1] ⊆ (a˜, b˜), and thus that
[f2i, f2i+1] ⊆ (a, b), a contradiction to Lemma 6.3.
Hence each of the r − 1 lifts of (a, b)0 can have nonempty intersection with at most one
of the r intervals (f˜2i−1, f˜2i)0. Thus there must be one outgoing arrow α2i−1 whose weight
(f2i−1, f2i)0 does not intersect (a, b)0, as required.
We next consider the case where I = Ej is a boundary vertex. We use the notation for
the incident arrows etc., introduced just before Definition 4.10. The statement of Lemma 6.3
also still holds in this case, but we need an extra lemma too.
Lemma 6.5. We have that j 6∈ (a, b)0.
Proof. Since Ej = [j − k + 1, j], we have Ej − J ⊆ [j − k + 1, j], while J − Ej ⊆ [j +
1, j − k]. It follows from the definition of a and b that j, a, b, j appear in clockwise order
around C, with j 6= a, a 6= b (but possibly b = j). The result follows.
We consider the path ξout(Ej) associated to Ej in Definition 4.10. By Proposition 4.11(a),
ξout(Ej) wraps around C exactly r − 1 times but the vertex j appears at the start and the
end of ξout(Ej) (so that there are two edges in the overlap of ξ at its start and end): we have
f1 = j and f2r = j + 1.
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Figure 17. The graph C and corresponding quiver
By choosing appropriate consecutive lifts (f˜i, f˜i+1)0), we can lift ξout(Ej) to C(r − 1),
obtaining a path ξ˜ which encircles C(r − 1) exactly once plus the single vertex (a lift of j)
in the overlap at the start and the end.
Lemma 6.6. There is an i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r} such that the weight (f2i−1, f2i)0 of the
outgoing arrow α2i−1 : Ej → I2i−1 is disjoint from (a, b)0.
Proof. The interval (a, b)0 has r − 1 distinct lifts in C(r − 1). By Lemma 6.5, no lift
can have nonempty intersection with both intervals (f˜1, f˜2)0 and (f˜2r−1, f˜2r)0, since then
it would contain a lift of j. Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 6.4, we obtain that a lift of
(a, b)0 can only have nonempty intersection with at most one of the intervals (f˜2i−1, f˜2i)0.
The r − 1 copies in total have nonempty intersection with at most r − 1 such intervals. But
there are r such intervals in total, so there is at least one such interval that has empty
intersection with (a, b)0, as required.
7. The rank one modules MI .
Consider the quiver with vertices C0 and, for each edge i ∈ C1, a pair of arrows xi : i− 1→
i and yi : i→ i− 1. Then let B be the quotient of the path algebra (over C) of this quiver
by the ideal generated by the 2n relations xy = yx and xk = yn−k, interpreting x and y
as arrows of the form xi, yi appropriately and starting at any vertex. See Figure 17 for an
example when n = 5.
The completion B̂ of B coincides with the quotient of the completed path algebra of
the graph C, i.e. the doubled quiver as above, by the closure of the ideal generated by the
relations above. The algebras B and B̂ were introduced in [19, §3].
The centre Z of B is the polynomial ring C[t], where t =
∑n
i=1 xiyi. The (maximal) Cohen-
Macaulay B-modules are precisely those which are free as Z-modules. Indeed, such a module
M is given by a representation {Mi : i ∈ C0} of the quiver with each Mi a free Z-module
of the same rank, which is the rank of M (cf. [19, §3]).
Definition 7.1. For I any k-subset of C1, we define a rank one B-module
MI = (Ui, i ∈ C0 ; xi, yi, i ∈ C1)
as follows (cf. [19, §5]). For each vertex i ∈ C0, set Ui = C[t] and, for each edge i ∈ C1, set
xi : Ui−1 → Ui to be multiplication by 1 if i ∈ I and by t if i 6∈ I,
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Figure 18. The module M{1,4,5} in the case k = 3, n = 8
yi : Ui → Ui−1 to be multiplication by t if i ∈ I and by 1 if i 6∈ I.
The module MI can be represented by a lattice diagram LI in which U0, U1, U2, . . . Un are
represented by columns from left to right (with U0 and Un to be identified). The vertices in
each column correspond to the natural monomial basis of C[t]. The column corresponding
to Ui+1 is displaced half a step vertically downwards (respectively, upwards) in relation to
Ui if i ∈ I (respectively, i 6∈ I), and the actions of xi and yi are shown as diagonal arrows.
Note that the k-subset I can then be read off as the set of labels on the arrows pointing
down to the right which are exposed to the top of the diagram. For example, the lattice
picture L{1,4,5} in the case k = 3, n = 8, is shown in Figure 18.
Remark 7.2. Fix j ∈ C0, and consider the module MEj . The corresponding lattice
diagram is bounded at the top by paths going down from j − k to j. It is easy to see that
there is a bijection between the vertices of the diagram and a basis of Bej−k, where ej−k
is the idempotent corresponding to the vertex j − k. We see that the module MEj is the
projective indecomposable B-module corresponding to the vertex j − k.
Every B-module has a canonical endomorphism t, that is, multiplication by t ∈ Z. For
MJ this corresponds to shifting LJ one step downwards. Since Z is central, HomB(M,N)
is a Z-module for arbitrary B-modules M and N . If M,N are free Z-modules, then so is
HomB(M,N).
Definition 7.3. A monomial morphism ϕ : MI →MJ is one determined by an embed-
ding of LI in LJ . Since the cokernel of any such ϕ is clearly finite dimensional, we may
define the degree of ϕ to be the element of NC0 that counts the multiplicities of the simple
modules in a composition series for its cokernel. As for the weights on arrows, we identify
a subset of C0 with the sum of its elements, and refer to a monomial morphism as being
sincere if the support of its degree is C0, and insincere otherwise.
Note that the composition of monomial morphisms is monomial and that degree is additive
under composition. The degree of the endomorphism t is precisely C0, without multiplicity.
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Given k-subsets I, J of C1, let
gJI : MI →MJ (7.1)
denote the monomial morphism with minimal codimension. This can be represented by
embedding LI into LJ as high as possible, i.e. so that at least one vertex on the top boundary
of LJ lies in image of LI . Thus gJI is insincere. Note that gII is the identity map on MI .
We have the following, which explains the terminology monomial morphism.
Lemma 7.4. Let I, J be k-subsets of C1. Then HomB(MI ,MJ) is a free rank one C[t]-
module generated by gJI . Furthermore, t
mgJI may be characterised as the unique monomial
morphism of its degree MI →MJ . In particular, gJI is the unique insincere monomial
morphism MI →MJ .
Proof. For the first part, observe that there is a basis of HomB(MI ,MJ) consisting of
monomial morphisms, given by taking all embeddings of LI into LJ , which are clearly just
downward shifts of the highest possible one. In other words, they are the maps tmgJI , for
all m ≥ 0, as required. For the second part, note that the degree of tmgJI is equal to to the
degree of gJI plus mC0. The last part follows from this and the fact that gJI is insincere,
by the remarks immediately following Definition 7.3.
For a nonempty subset V of C0 and k-subsets I, J of C1, we write I ≤V J if the support
of the degree of gJI does not contain any element of V .
Lemma 7.5. Let V be a subset of C0. Then the relation ≤V is a partial order on the
collection of all k-subsets of C1.
Proof. Reflexivity is clear. If I ≤V J and J ≤V K, then coker gJI and coker gKJ have
composition series containing no simple Si with i ∈ V . It follows that the composition of
these two morphisms has the same property. It thus coincides with gJI , and it follows
that I ≤V J , so ≤V is transitive. Suppose that I ≤V J and J ≤V I. Then the composition
gIJgJI : MI →MI has cokernel containing no simple Si with i ∈ V , and thus must be the
identity map and we have I = J as required.
8. Existence of minimal path
In this section, we show that there is a minimal path between any pair of vertices in the
quiver Q(D) of a Postnikov diagram D.
Proposition 8.1. Let I, J be distinct noncrossing k-subsets of C1. Let a = a(I, J) and
b = b(I, J), as in Definition 6.1. Let I − J = {b1, . . . , bs}, writing the elements in clockwise
order starting at b = b1. Let J − I = {a1, . . . , as}, writing the elements in anticlockwise order
starting at a = a1. Then the degree of gJI : MI →MJ is equal to
∑s
j=1(bj , aj)0.
To prove this, we first need the following technical lemma:
Lemma 8.2. Let I be a k-subset of C1, and suppose that J = I − c+ d for c 6= d in C1.
Then LJ can be obtained from LI by adding one vertex to the top of each of the columns
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Figure 19. Proof of Lemma 8.2
corresponding to the vertices in (c, d)0, together with the required additional arrows, i.e.
arrows pointing downwards between any new vertex v and the vertices in adjacent columns.
Proof. Let c1, c2, . . . , cN be the elements of I which are clockwise of c and anticlockwise
of d. Let cN+1 be the first element of I clockwise past d (possibly equal to c). The added
vertices and arrows cover the arrows c, c1, c2, . . . , cN exposed to the top of the diagram.
The new exposed arrows are c1, c2, . . . , cN , d. Thus we see that the diagram constructed as
indicated corresponds to the k-subset I − c+ d as required. This is illustrated in Figure 19,
which shows the top part of LI between the columns of arrows c1 and cN+1 (which may or
not be identified). The new arrows are shown in gray.
Proof Proof of Proposition 8.1. We proceed by induction on s. The base case is s = 1.
Then I − J = {b1} and J = I = {a1} for elements a1, b1. We apply Lemma 8.2 to the pair
I and J = I − b+ a = I − b1 + a1, and see that LJ can be obtained from LI by adding a
layer of vertices to the columns b1, . . . , a1 − 1 to the lattice picture, giving the result in this
case.
Suppose that s > 1 and the result holds for smaller s. Let I1 = I − b+ a = I − b1 + a1.
Then, by again applying Lemma 8.2, LI1 can be obtained from LI by adding a layer of
vertices to the columns b1, . . . , a1 − 1. We have I1 − J = (I − J)− b1 = {b2, . . . , bs} and
J − I1 = (J − I)− a1 = {a2, . . . , as}. The result now follows from applying the inductive
hypothesis to the pair I1, J .
Corollary 8.3. Let α : I → J be an arrow in Q1(D). Then the degree of gJI is equal
to the weight wα (see Definition 4.1).
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Proof. We apply Lemma 8.2 to the pair I, J , noting that J = I − b+ a, where a, b are
the strands crossing α, in such a way that the weight of α is (b, a)0.
We obtain the following corollary:
Corollary 8.4. Let I, J be distinct noncrossing k-subsets of C1. For any c, d ∈ C1, we
have I ≤(c,d)0 J if and only if (c, d)0 ⊆ (a(I, J), b(I, J))0.
Proof. By Proposition 8.1, we have I ≤(c,d)0 J if and only if no element of (c, d)0 lies
in the support of
∑s
j=1(bj , aj)0. This support is (b1, a1)0 = (b(I, J), a(I, J))0, so I ≤(c,d)0 J
holds if and only if (c, d)0 ⊆ (a(I, J), b(I, J))0, as required.
Note that Corollary 8.4 means, in particular, that I ≤(a(I,J),b(I,J))0 J for any pair of
(distinct) vertices I, J ∈ Q0(D).
Lemma 8.5. Let I 6= J ∈ Q0(D) and set a = a(I, J), b = b(I, J). Suppose that there is
an arrow α : I → I1 in Q1(D) whose weight wα is disjoint from (a, b)0. Then I1 ≤(a,b)0 J .
Proof. If I1 = I − c+ d, then, by assumption, the weight wα = (c, d)0 is a subset of
(b, a)0. Applying Lemma 8.2 to the pair I, I1, we see that LI1 is obtained from LI by adding
vertices at the top of the columns corresponding to entries in the set (c, d)0.
This additional layer is part of the first layer added to MI in the proof of Proposition 8.1.
Additional layers are added to this to eventually reach MJ . Since I ≤(a,b)0 J , all of these
layers involve only columns corresponding to elements of (b, a)0, and we see that I1 ≤(a,b)0 J ,
as required.
Definition 8.6. We call a path p sincere if the support of its weight is equal to C0, and
insincere otherwise.
Proposition 8.7. Let I 6= J ∈ Q0(D) and set a = a(I, J), b = b(I, J). Then there is an
insincere path from I to J in Q(D).
Proof. By Corollary 8.4, we have I ≤(a,b)0 J . By Proposition 6.2, there is a vertex I1 ∈
Q0(D) and an arrow α : I → I1 such that wα does not contain any element of (a, b)0. By
Lemma 8.5 we have I1 ≤(a,b)0 J . Let a1 = a(I1, J) and b1 = b(I1, J). Then, by Corollary 8.4,
we have (a, b)0 ⊆ (a1, b1)0. From the proof of Lemma 8.5 we also see that coker gJI1 has
strictly smaller dimension than coker gJI .
We can now repeat this argument for I1, since I1 ≤(a1,b1)0 J again by Corollary 8.4. We
get I2 ≤(a2,b2)0 J , where a2 = a(I2, J) and b2 = b(I2, J). Continuing in this way, we obtain
a path
I → I1 → I2 → · · ·
which satisfies
(a, b)0 ⊆ (a1, b1)0 ⊆ (a2, b2)0 ⊆ · · · ,
and thus that the weight of each arrow in the path avoids (a, b)0. The path must eventually
reach J because of the decreasing dimension of coker gJIi as i increases, and we are done.
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9. Description of paths
Before we can prove the main result, we need some more information about AD. By
Proposition 8.7, there is an insincere path between any two vertices I, J of Q(D). In this
section we will show that there is a unique element of AD which can be written as such a
path, and furthermore that any path from I to J is equal in AD to a power of u multiplied
by this path, adapting arguments from [2, §5]. We shall use the fact that Q(D) is a dimer
model in a disk (see Remark 3.4).
We recall the following from [2, §5]. Let p be a path in Q(D). A subpath p of maximal
length with respect to being contained in the boundary of a face in Q+2 (respectively,
Q−2 ) is called a positive arc (respectively, negative arc) of p. Then p can be written as
a concatenation of its positive arcs or a concatenation of its negative arcs. The path p is
defined to be positively reducible (respectively, negatively reducible) if (at least) one of
its positive (respectively, negative) arcs contains all of the arrows but one in lying in the
boundary of a face in Q+2 (respectively, in Q
−
2 ).
If p is any path in Q(D), we denote by p−1 the path in the underlying unoriented graph
of Q(D) obtained by reading p in reverse. We say that a cycle in the underlying unoriented
graph does not self-intersect if it does not visit the same vertex twice (except the start and
end points). Note that this includes the case of a cycle which goes along an arrow in Q(D)
and then returns along the same arrow.
Suppose that p and q are distinct paths in Q(D) with the same start and end points, such
that q−1p (regarded as path in the underlying unoriented graph) is a clockwise cycle which
does not self-intersect. Then we say that the pair p, q is reducible if either p is negatively
reducible or q is positively reducible. We make a similar definition if q−1p is an anticlockwise
cycle.
Proposition 9.1. Let p, q be distinct paths in Q(D), with the same start and end
points, such that q−1p does not self-intersect. Then the pair p, q is reducible.
Proof. Let D0 = Rpq be the interior of the region enclosed by the cycle q
−1p, which is a
disk by the assumption on p and q. We first show that either p or q has a backwards arrow
in the interior of Rpq, that is, an arrow starting at some vertex on the path which ends at
an earlier vertex of the path (e.g. the thick curved arrows in Figure 20).
Consider the strand S1 which enters D0 through the last arrow a0 of q. Then S1 leaves
D0 through an arrow a1 of p or q. We assume that a1 lies in p, as illustrated in the left
hand diagram in Figure 20; the argument when a1 lies in q is similar and is illustrated in
the right hand diagram in Figure 20. Since S1 does not intersect itself (Definition 2.1(b1)),
it divides D0 into two disks (and also a1 6= a0). Let D1 be the disk on the right of S1
and let S2 be the strand that crosses S1 immediately before a1. Note that S2 6= S1, again
by Definition 2.1(b1), and that S2 will be leaving D1 at this crossing, by the alternating
crossing property (Definition 2.1(a3)).
By Definition 2.1(b2), S2 cannot enter D1 through the part of S1 before its crossing point
with S2, so it must enter at an arrow a2 of p after or equal to a1. The strand S2 divides D1
into two disks and we take D2 to be the disk on the right of S2.
In the case a2 = a1, we claim that no strand can cross S2 between its two crossing points
with S1. It then follows that the arrow corresponding to the crossing not at a1 is a backwards
arrow, with head/tail equal to the tail/head of a1, and we are done in this case. To prove
the claim, consider the first strand crossing S2 after a1. If it were not S1, then it would
be entering D2. But it can not leave D2 through S2, by Definition 2.1(b2), and it can not
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Figure 20. Proof of Proposition 9.1, first part
leave through S1, as the only two available crossing points are already taken by S2. This
contradiction proves the claim.
In the case a2 6= a1, let S3 be the strand that crosses S2 immediately after a2. If S3 = S1,
then the arrow corresponding to the crossing of S1 and S2 has tail at the head of a2 and
head at the tail of a1, so is the required backwards arrow for p. If S3 6= S1, then, as in the
previous case, S3 cannot leave D2 by crossing S2 or S1, so it must leave through an arrow
a3 of p lying strictly after a1 and before or equal to a2. If a3 = a2, then we get a backwards
arrow as in the case a2 = a1. Otherwise a3 lies strictly between a2 and a1.
We may continue in this way to define successive strands Si entering or leaving disks Di−1
at arrows ai until, by the finiteness of p, we necessarily reach a point when Si = Si−2 or
ai = ai−1 and we obtain a backwards arrow as above.
Thus p or q has a backwards arrow. For the second part of the proof, we show that, if
p has a backwards arrow β, then p is negatively reducible. A similar argument shows that
if q has a backwards arrow, then q is positively reducible. As there are only finitely many
backwards arrows for p, we may further assume that β is ‘minimal’ in the sense that there
is no other backwards arrow in the disk bounded by β and the part p′ of p between the
endpoints of β. Let q′ = p−β (as in Definition 3.5) and observe that our goal is achieved by
showing that the paths p′ and q′ coincide.
So suppose, for contradiction, that p′ and q′ do not coincide. If p′ and q′ intersect, we
replace them with subpaths which start and end at the same vertices but don’t intersect.
As in the first part of the proof, let S1 be the strand entering the region Rp′q′ at the last
arrow a0 of q
′. If S1 were to leave Rp′q′ at an arrow of q′, then, since q′ is a part of p−β , it
must re-enter Rp′q′ at the following arrow of q
′ and, after doing this possibly several times
(see Figure 21), it would have to cross itself (or be a loop), contradicting Definition 2.1(b1).
On the other hand, if S1 were to leave Rp′q′ at an arrow of p
′, then we can argue as in the
first part to show that p′ has a backwards arrow in Rp′q′ , contradicting the minimality of β
and completing the proof.
Suppose that I and J are vertices in Q0(D), that p, q are paths from I to J in Q(D) and
that q−1p does not self-intersect (except at its endpoints). We will denote by Rpq the region
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Figure 21. Proof of Proposition 9.1, second part
between p and q, including p and q. If p = q = γ for some arrow γ then Rpq = γ; otherwise
it is a disk. We shall call a non-trivial path s in Rpq which intersects q
−1p only at its end
points a chord in Rpq.
If, furthermore, the end points of s both lie on p and s is oriented in the same direction
as (respectively, in the opposite direction to) p, we shall call s a forwards (respectively,
backwards) p-chord. In particular, we allow an arrow of p to be a forwards p-chord. We
make a similar definition for q.
We also define the area of a region bounded by a cycle in the underlying unoriented graph
of Q(D) which does not self-intersect to be the number of faces in Q2(D) contained in it.
Lemma 9.2. Let I, J be vertices in Q0(D) and p, q be paths from I to J in Q(D) such
that q−1p does not self-intersect. Then there is a path r in Rpq such that, in AD, p = uNpr
and q = uNqr for some nonnegative integers Np and Nq.
Proof. Note that we include the case where p = q = γ for some arrow γ. We first observe
that if the result holds in a case where q = eI is trivial, we must have r = eI and so p = u
NpeI ;
similarly if p is trivial. To prove the lemma, we argue by induction on the area of Rpq. If
this is zero, then p = q = γ for some arrow γ, and the result is trivial. We suppose that Rpq
has non-zero area, and assume that the result holds in the case where it has smaller area.
Without loss of generality, we may assume q−1p is a clockwise cycle. By Proposition 9.1,
either p is negatively reducible or q is positively reducible. We suppose that p is negatively
reducible (a similar argument holds in the case where q is positively reducible). Then p
contains a subpath of the form p−α for some backwards arrow α : L→ K for p in Rpq. We
can apply the relation p−α = p
+
α in AD to p to produce a new path p
′ from I to J in Rpq.
Note that we have p = p′ in AD.
Since p−αα and p
+
αα are faces of Q(D), and Q(D) is a dimer model, there cannot be any
arrows inside the disks they bound. It follows that p+α (and hence also p
′) is contained in
Rpq. Note that p
+
α can be written uniquely as a composition of chords. We will apply the
inductive hypothesis to the parts of Rpq between each chord and q
−1p, which we can do
since they each have area smaller than that of Rpq. Several types of chord can appear in the
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composition and we need to deal with each type in a slightly different way, which we now
detail.
Let p[K, I] be the subpath of p from I to K and p[J, L] the subpath of p from L to J , so
that p′ = p[J, L]p+αp[K, I]. It is helpful to distinguish two cases for the path p
+
α from K to
L:
(a) The path p+α is of the form p5p4p3p2p1, where p1 and p5 are compositions of backwards
p-chords, p2 is either an idempotent (if I lies on p
+
α ) or a chord from a vertex on p[K, I]
to a vertex on q, p3 is a composition of forwards q-chords and p4 is either an idempotent
(if J lies on p+α ) or a chord from a vertex on q to a vertex on p[J, L].
(b) The path p+α is of the form p3p2p1, where p1 and p3 are compositions of backwards
p-chords and p2 is a forwards p-chord.
We also allow p1, p3 and p5 in (a) and p1 and p3 in (b) to be idempotents, considered as
empty compositions.
See Figure 22 for examples. We reiterate that it is possible for forwards q-chords in p3 to
be arrows in q, as in case (a) in Figure 22.
In case (a), each backwards p-chord in p1 and p5 corresponds to a loop in p
′ whose area is
less than that of Rpq: by the inductive hypothesis and the remark at the start of the proof,
each such loop is equal to a power of u times an idempotent. We see that p′ is the product
of a power of u and s2p4p3p2s1, where s1 is an initial subpath of p[K, I] and s2 is a final
subpath of p[J, L]. But each forwards q-chord in p3, together with the subpath of q with the
same start and end vertices, form a pair of paths satisfying the assumptions in the lemma.
The same applies to p2s1 together with an initial subpath of q, and to s2p4 together with
a final subpath of q. Applying the inductive hypothesis to all of these pairs gives the result
for p′, q, and hence for p, q.
Similarly, in case (b), each backwards p-chord in p1 and p3 corresponds to a loop in p
′
which, by induction, is equal to a power of u times an idempotent. We see that p′ is the
product of a power of u and s2p2s1, where s1 is an initial subpath of p[K, I] and s2 is a final
subpath of p[J, L]. We may then apply the inductive hypothesis to the pair s2p2s1, q to get
the result for p, q.
Proposition 9.3. Let p, q be arbitrary paths from I to J in Q(D). Then there is a path
r in Q(D) such that, in AD, p = u
Npr and q = uNqr for some nonnegative integers Np and
Nq.
Proof. We will prove the result by induction on the length of q−1p. If the length of q−1p
is zero, then p = q = eI and the result holds with r = eI . We assume that the length of q
−1p
is positive and that the result holds when it has shorter length.
We write p as:
I0 → I1 → · · · → Ii
and q as:
Ij → Ij−1 → · · · → Ii,
where j ≥ i. Thus, I0, . . . , Ij are the vertices of Q(D) visited by q−1p, in order, and Ij = I0.
Let m be minimal such that Im = Il for some l < m. Suppose first that m ≤ i. Then, by
Lemma 9.2, the part of p between Il and Im is equal to a power of u multiplied by eIl . The
result follows in this case by applying the inductive hypothesis to the pair p, q with the part
of p between Il and Im removed. A similar argument applies in the case where l ≥ i.
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Figure 22. Examples for the proof of Lemma 9.2. Dotted arrows in Rpq represent chords and p
+
α
is the composition of all of them
The remaining possibility is that l < i and m > i. But then we can write p = p2p1 and
q = q2q1 as compositions of paths, such that (q2)
−1p2 is the part of q−1p between Il and Im
and meets itself only at its starting and ending points. Note that the case p2 = q2 = γ for
some arrow γ may occur here. The result for (p, q) then follows by applying Lemma 9.2 to
the pair (p2, q2) and the induction hypothesis to the pair (p1, q1).
Corollary 9.4. Let I, J be vertices in Q(D). Then there is a unique element pJI of AD
which can be written as an insincere path in Q(D) from I to J . Furthermore, the elements
{uNpJI : N ≥ 0}
form a basis of eJADeI .
Proof. By Proposition 8.7, there is an insincere path p in Q(D) from I to J (taking
p = eI if I = J). Suppose that q is another such path and that p = q in AD. Since p, q are
insincere and the support of u is C0, it follows from Proposition 9.3 that p = q in AD. We
denote the common element of AD arising from an insincere path in Q(D) from I to J by
pJI .
If p is any path in Q(D) from I to J , then by Proposition 9.3 we must have p = uNpJI in
AD for some nonnegative integer N , since pJI is insincere. Furthermore, the elements u
NpJI
are non-zero in AD by Remark 3.8(a) and independent (using Remark 4.5) since they have
distinct weights. The result follows.
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10. Isomorphism of algebras
Recall that B denotes the (polynomial case) algebra introduced in [19], as defined in
Section 7, and that we have associated a B-module MI to each k-subset I of C1 (see
Definition 7.1). To any Postnikov diagram D, we may associate a B-module
TD =
⊕
I∈Q0(D)
MI , (10.1)
where Q0(D) = C(D) is the set of labels on the alternating regions of D and thus the set of
vertices of the dimer model Q(D).
Remark 10.1. Since the degree of a product of monomial morphisms is the sum of their
degrees, the degree map induces an NC0-grading on EndB(TD); see Remark 7.4.
Our goal in this section is to show that the dimer algebra AD = AQ(D), as in Definition 3.5,
is isomorphic to EndB(TD) as an NC0-graded algebra, and, as a corollary, that the
idempotent subalgebra of AD corresponding to the boundary vertices of Q(D) is isomorphic
to Bopp. We start by defining a homomorphism from AD to EndB(TD).
Lemma 10.2. There is a homomorphism g : AD → EndB(TD) of NC0-graded algebras
determined (uniquely) by the following properties:
(a) If I ∈ Q0(D), then g(eI) = idMI .
(b) If α : I → J is an arrow in Q1(D), then g(α) = gJI .
Proof. As AD is a quotient of the path algebra of Q(D), such a homomorphism is
certainly uniquely determined by (a) and (b) and what we must check is that the morphisms
g(α), for all α ∈ Q1(D), satisfy the defining relations of AD, namely (3.1). So, suppose that
α : I → J is an internal arrow. Then α lies in the boundary of a face F+ ∈ Q+2 . This boundary
is a cycle
I → J → I1 → · · · → Im → I.
Then g(p+α ) = gIIm · · · gI1J , which is insincere by Corollaries 8.3 and 4.4. Since this morphism
is monomial, we must have g(p+α ) = gIJ , by Lemma 7.4. The same argument applies to g(p
−
α )
and so it is equal to g(p+α ), as required. The fact that g is a homomorphism of NC0-graded
algebras follows from Corollary 8.3.
We can now prove our main result.
Theorem 10.3. Let D be an arbitrary (k, n)-Postnikov diagram. Let AD be the
associated dimer algebra and TD the associated B-module, as in (10.1). Then the map
g : AD → EndB(TD), as in Lemma 10.2, is an isomorphism of graded algebras.
Proof. Fix I, J ∈ Q0(D) and consider the minimal codimension map gJI : MI →MJ
defined in (7.1). Let pJI be the element of eJADeI from Corollary 9.4. Its image under g
is a monomial morphism, since the composition of monomial morphisms is monomial. As g
is a morphism of graded algebras (Lemma 10.2), the degree of g(umpJI) coincides with the
degree of tmgJI . Hence, by Lemma 7.4, we have:
g(uNpJI) = t
NgJI (10.2)
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for all N ≥ 0.
By Corollary 9.4, the set {uNpJI : N ≥ 0} is a basis of eJADeI . On the other hand, by
Lemma 7.4, the set {tNgJI : N ≥ 0} is a basis for
HomB(MI ,MJ) = g(eJ) EndB(TD)g(eI).
Hence, by (10.2), g maps a basis of AD to a basis of EndB(TD), so g is an isomorphism.
Let e be the sum, in AD, of the idempotents eI corresponding to the boundary vertices I
of the Postnikov diagram D. We call the algebra eADe the boundary algebra of D.
Corollary 10.4. The boundary algebra eADe is isomorphic to B
opp, i.e. the opposite
of the algebra B in Section 7. In particular, it is independent of the choice of Postnikov
diagram D, up to isomorphism.
Proof. Using the isomorphism in Theorem 10.3, we see that
eADe ∼= g(e) EndB(TD)g(e) = EndB(P ),
where P is the direct sum of the modules MI corresponding to the labels I of the boundary
regions of D. These are exactly the projective B-modules (see Remarks 2.3 and 7.2), so eAe
is isomorphic to Bopp.
Remark 10.5. If D,D′ are any two (k, n)-Postnikov diagrams, then, by Corollary 10.4,
we have isomorphisms eADe ∼= Bopp and Bopp ∼= eAD′e. It follows from the proof that the
isomorphism obtained by composing these two isomorphisms takes eI ∈ eADe to eI ∈ eAD′e,
for every boundary label I.
Remark 10.6. Using the map from NC0 to N mapping an element of NC0 to the sum of
its coefficients, we get an N-grading on AD and hence on eADe. The algebra B (and hence
also Bopp) has a natural grading in which x has degree n− k and y has degree k.
Furthermore, since g(pEj+1Ej ) = gEj+1Ej , the isomorphism in Corollary 10.4 takes pEj+1Ej
to yj+1−k, regarded as an element of Bopp. If pEj+1Ej is an arrow, it has weight Ej (since
strand j + 1 starts and strand j + 1− k ends on this arrow). If it is a path, then there is an
arrow from Ej to Ej+1 of weight C0 \ Ej and it again follows that the weight of pEj+1Ej is
Ej . Hence in the N-grading, pEj+1Ej has degree |Ej | = k, which is the same as the degree of
yj+1−k in Bopp. A similar argument shows that pEjEj+1 maps to xj+1−k, both elements of
degree n− k. We see that the isomorphism in Corollary 10.4 preserves the N-grading.
Remark 10.7. Consider a Postnikov diagram D with a face labelled I. Then we
can regard eIADe as a right eADe module and hence, by Corollary 10.4, as a left B-
module. The isomorphism g in Theorem 10.3 induces an isomorphism between eIADe and
g(eI) EndB(TD)g(e) as left B-modules. But
g(eI) EndB(TD)g(e) = idMI EndB(TD)idB = HomB(B,MI),
which is isomorphic to MI as a left B-module. We thus obtain that eIADe is isomorphic to
MI as a left B-module. It follows that TD is isomorphic to ADe as a left B-module.
Remark 10.8. We can also obtain that the algebra AD is a cancellation algebra. To see
this, we must show that if αp = αq (or pα = qα) in AD for paths p, q in Q(D) and an arrow
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α in Q1(D), then p = q. If αp = αq then let F be a face whose boundary contains α. Let r
be a path be such that ∂F = rα. We get rαp = rαq, so up = uq. Hence it is enough to show
that up = uq (or pu = qu) implies p = q. We focus on the case up = uq; the other case is
similar.
Note that we can assume that p, q start at the same vertex, say I, and end at the same
vertex, say J . By Corollary 9.4, there are nonnegative integers Np, Nq such that p = u
NppJI
and q = uNqpJI . Since up = uq, we have u
Np+1pJI = u
Nq+1pJI . The elements on each side
of this equation are non-zero in AD by Remark 3.8(a). Comparing their weights, we see that
Np = Nq and hence p = q = u
NpJI as required.
11. Completion
The definition of the Jacobian algebra associated to a quiver with potential involves taking
a quotient of the completed path algebra (completed with respect to the arrow ideal) by
the closure of the ideal generated by the relations determined by the potential; see [9]. If
the potential lies in the path algebra, this coincides with the completion of the quotient of
the path algebra by the relations. Thus is is natural to consider the completion Â of the
total algebra with respect to the arrow ideal. We also want to relate our results to those
in [19]. So, in this section, we obtain analogues of Theorem 10.3 and Corollary 10.4 for the
completed total algebra.
Lemma 11.1. Let mA,mB denote the arrow ideals of AD and B, respectively. Then
there is a nonnegative integer NA such that m
NA
A ⊆ (u) ⊆ mA and a nonnegative integer
NB such that m
NB
B ⊆ (t) ⊆ mB .
Proof. By Corollary 9.4, any insincere path p from I to J in Q(D) must be equal (in
AD) to pJI . Hence, in particular, its weight must be equal to the weight of pJI . The length
of p is less than or equal to the sum of the entries in its weight, so it is bounded. Allowing
I and J to vary, we see that there is a positive integer NA such that any insincere path in
Q(D) has length at most NA − 1.
Hence any path p of length at least NA must be sincere and so, by Corollary 9.4, we have
p = uspJI in AD for some positive integer s. This proves the first part, since clearly also
(u) ⊆ mA.
For the second part, note that, in B, xk+1 = yn−kx and yn−k+1 = xky, so any path in the
quiver of B with at least NB := max(k + 1, n− k + 1) steps is equal in B to an element of
(t).
Let Â and B̂ be the completions of A and B with respect to (u) and (t) respectively. By
Lemma 11.1, these completions are isomorphic to the completions with respect to mA and
mB , respectively. Similarly, we denote the completion of a B-module M with respect to (t)
by M̂ ; this completion is isomorphic to the completion with respect to mB .
Recall that, as we observed in the introduction, T̂D is a cluster-tilting object in the category
of Cohen-Macaulay B̂-modules, by [19, Rk. 5.5] and [27, Cor. 1]
Theorem 11.2. Let D be a Postnikov diagram. Then the isomorphism g in Theo-
rem 10.3 induces an isomorphism ĝ : Â→ EndB̂(T̂D). Let e be the sum in ÂD of the
idempotents eI for I a boundary vertex in D. Then eÂDe ∼= B̂opp.
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Proof. By Lemma 7.4 and Theorem 10.3, A is finitely generated as a C[u]-module and
by [19, Cor. 3.4], B is finitely generated as a C[t]-module. Since polynomial rings are
Noetherian, the natural maps induce morphisms of C[[u]] and C[[t]]-modules as follows:
Â ∼= A⊗C[u] C[[u]];
B̂ ∼= B ⊗C[t] C[[t]];
M̂I ∼= MI ⊗C[t] C[[t]].
(11.1)
Since u is central in A the completion of A as a C[u]-module with respect to the ideal (u)
in C[u] coincides with the completion of A with respect to the ideal (u) in A, and the first
isomorphism above is an isomorphism of algebras. Similarly for B.
Since C[[t]] is a flat C[t]-module we have, using a base change argument analogous to [24,
Thm. 7.11], that for any finitely presented B-modules M,N ,
HomB(M,N)⊗C[t] C[[t]] = HomB⊗C[t]C[[t]](M ⊗C[t] C[[t]], N ⊗C[t] C[[t]]). (11.2)
As B is Noetherian, any finitely generated B-module is finitely presented. By (11.1)
and (11.2), we obtain ĝ as the composition:
Â ∼= A⊗C[u] C[[u]]
∼= EndB(T )⊗C[t] C[[t]]
∼= EndB̂(T̂ ),
where the second isomorphism is induced by g. The proof of the second part then goes
through in the same way as for Corollary 10.4.
12. Geometric exchange
By Corollary 10.4, the algebra eADe does not depend on the choice of (k, n)-Postnikov
diagram D. In this section, we give an alternative proof of this fact by showing directly that
eADe is invariant under the untwisting and twisting moves and the boundary untwisting
and twisting moves (see Figure 2) and the geometric exchange move (see Figure 24).
The following lemma shows that AD is invariant under equivalence of Postnikov diagrams.
Lemma 12.1. The algebra AD is invariant (up to isomorphism) under the untwisting
and twisting moves and the boundary untwisting and twisting moves (see Figure 2).
Proof. It is enough to consider the untwisting moves in Figure 2. Invariance under the
twisting moves follows, and the arguments for the moves obtained by reflecting those in
Figure 2 in a horizontal line of symmetry are similar. Suppose first that D′ is obtained from
D by applying a untwisting move, as in the top diagram in Figure 2. Then, locally, the
quivers Q(D) and Q(D′) are as shown in the top diagram of Figure 23 (with part of D and
Q(D) shown on the left). In general we will denote the path in Q(D′) corresponding to a
path pi in Q(D) by pi′; this is well defined for any path not passing along the arrows α or β.
Let F1 be the face in Q2(D) on the left hand side of α, F2 the face with boundary βα and
F3 the face on the right hand side of β. Then ∂F1 = qα for some path q and ∂F2 = pβ for
some path β. The corresponding part of Q(D′) has only one face, F ′, with ∂F ′ = q′p′. The
other faces of Q(D) and Q(D′) are in a natural one-to-one correspondence.
Recall that each arrow of Q(D) determines a defining relation
p+α = p
−
α ,
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Figure 23. The effect of an untwisting move or boundary untwisting move on the quiver of a
Postnikov diagram
of AD (see equation (3.1)). The defining relation corresponding to the arrow α (respectively,
β) is q = β (respectively, p = α). If γ is an arrow in the path p, so that p = p2γp1 for some
paths p1 and p2, then p
−
γ is the path p1βp2. Similarly, if δ is an arrow in the path q, so that
q = q2δq1 for some paths q1, q2, then q
−
δ is the path q1αq2.
Making the substitutions α = p and β = q, we obtain p−γ = p1qp2 and q
−
δ = q1pq2 in AD.
Since we have, in CQ(D′), that (p−γ′)′ = p′1q′p′2 and (q
−
δ′) = q
′
1p
′q′2, it follows that AD is
isomorphic to AD′ , since the defining relations for AD′ and AD correspond precisely away
from the local area affected by the untwisting move.
For the boundary untwisting move case (the lower pair of diagrams in Figure 2), the
corresponding change in the quiver is displayed in the lower pair of diagrams in Figure 23.
The defining relation of AD corresponding to the arrow β is p = α. If γ is an arrow in p, so
that p = p2γp1, then p
−
γ = p1βp2, corresponding to (p
−
γ′)
′ = p′1β
′p′2 in CQ(D′). Noting that
β′ is a boundary arrow in Q(D′) (so has no corresponding defining relation), we see that
the substitution p = α gives an isomorphism between AD and AD′ in this case.
Note that, by Lemma 12.1, we see that AD is isomorphic to EndB(TD) for any Postnikov
diagram D; see Theorem 10.3. Since the isomorphism in Lemma 12.1 sends the arrow ideal
to the arrow ideal, it follows that ÂD ∼= EndB̂(T̂D) also.
There is a notion of geometric exchange on a Postnikov diagram, i.e. applying the local rule
shown in Figure 24 [26, §14] (see also [27, §3]); we also illustrate the change in the quiver.
The effect of this transformation on the plabic graph (respectively, quiver) is sometimes
referred to as urban renewal. Urban renewal is discussed in [5, 20], whose authors refer to
unpublished work of G. Kuperberg. See also the discussion in [16, 1.7], where it is referred
to as a spider move. The effect on the quiver is Seiberg duality [12, §6]; see also Remark 12.3
below. Note that the k-subsets labelling the vertices remain unchanged under a geometric
exchange except for the central region, which gets a new label.
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Figure 24. A geometric exchange and the corresponding change in the quiver
Proposition 12.2. Let D and D′ be Postnikov diagrams and suppose that D′ is
obtained from D by applying the geometric exchange move at an internal vertex labelled by
a k-subset I, as in Figure 24. Let I ′ be the label of the corresponding vertex in D′. Let
eI =
∑
J∈D, J 6=I
eJ , e
I′ =
∑
J∈D′, J 6=I′
eJ .
Then eIADe
I ∼= eI′AD′eI′ .
Proof. We use the labelling of arrows as in Figure 24. Since the vertex I is internal, the
arrows α, β, γ, δ are not boundary arrows, so there is a face F whose boundary is pαβ for
some path p. In a similar way, we let q be the completion of γβ, r the completion of γδ and
s the completion of αδ to face boundaries. We compute eIADe
I as a quiver with relations.
Let ID be the ideal of relations defining AD. Then we have
eIADe
I = eI
(
CQ(D)
ID
)
eI =
eICQ(D)eI
eIIDeI .
It is easy to check that eICQ(D)eI is isomorphic to CΓ, where Γ is obtained from Q(D)
by removing the vertex I and all incident arrows and adding new arrows εp, εq, εr and εs,
corresponding to the paths αβ, γβ, γδ and αδ respectively. Note that εp goes between the
same vertices that p does, only in the opposite direction; similarly for εq, εr and εs. We shall
see that these arrows correspond to the arrows in Q(D′) with the same names.
The new relations generating eIIDeI can be taken to be the old relations between vertices
other than I together with new relations coming from the old relations between I and itself or
other vertices, obtained by premultiplying or postmultiplying the old relations by an arrow.
The relations we have to consider are βp = δs, pα = qγ, βq = δr and sα = rγ, corresponding
to the arrows α, β, γ and δ, respectively.
The relation βp = δs gives αβp = αδs and γβp = γδs, i.e. εpp = εss and εqp = εrs. The
other relations give pεp = qεq and pεs = qεr, εqq = εrr and εpq = εsr, and sεs = rεr and
sεp = rεq respectively.
We next do a similar computation for eI
′
AD′e
I′ . Let p, q, r, s be the paths in Q(D′)
corresponding to the paths with the same names in Q(D). Let ID′ be the ideal of relations
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defining AD′ . Then e
I′CQ(D′)eI′ is isomorphic to CΓ′, where Γ′ is obtained from Q(D′)
by removing the vertex I ′ and adding extra arrows ζp, ζq, ζr and ζs corresponding to the
paths β∗α∗, β∗γ∗, δ∗γ∗ and δ∗α∗ respectively. We must consider the relations εsδ∗ = εpβ∗,
α∗εp = γ∗εq, εqβ∗ = εrδ∗ and γ∗εr = α∗εs, corresponding to the arrows α∗, β∗, γ∗ and δ∗,
respectively.
The relation εsδ
∗ = εpβ∗ gives εsδ∗α∗ = εpβ∗α∗ and εsδ∗γ∗ = εpβ∗γ∗, i.e. εsζs = εpζp and
εsζr = εpζq. The other relations give ζpεp = ζqεq and ζsεp = ζrεq, εqζq = εrζr and εqζp =
εrζs, ζrεr = ζsεs and ζqεr = ζpεs, respectively.
Thus eI
′
AD′e
I′ is isomorphic to the quotient of CΓ′ by the ideal generated by the above
relations and the old relations in AD′ between vertices not equal to I
′.
This means that in eI
′
AD′e
I′ , we also have the relations β∗α∗ = p, β∗γ∗ = q, δ∗γ∗ = r
and δ∗α∗ = s coming from the arrows εp, εq, εr and εs respectively. Thus, we have ζp = p,
ζq = q, ζr = r and ζs = s in e
I′AD′e
I′ , so we can remove the arrows ζp, ζq, ζr and ζs from
the quiver Γ′ and replace them with p, q, r, s in the above relations. These relations become:
εss = εpp, εsr = εpq, pεp = qεq, sεp = rεq, εqq = εrr, εqp = εrs, rεr = sεs and qεr = pεs,
corresponding to the relations defining eIADe
I computed above. Since the other defining
relations in eIADeI and e
I′AD′e
I′ are the same, we see that eIADe
I is isomorphic to
eI
′
AD′e
I′ as required.
We remark that an alternative proof of Proposition 12.2 can be given by using
Theorem 10.3 and noting that eIADe
I ∼= EndB(TD/M̂I).
Remark 12.3. The effect on Q(D) of applying the geometric exchange is to carry out
the first two steps of Fomin-Zelevinsky quiver mutation [13] at the vertex I, i.e.
(a) For all paths of length two (with multiplicity) J → I → K, add an arrow J → K.
(b) Reverse all arrows incident with I.
The third step would usually be to cancel all two-cycles appearing after the first two steps.
Instead, we carry out a slightly modified version of the third step, corresponding to applying
Lemma 12.1, i.e.
(c) Cancel all two-cycles consisting of non-boundary arrows.
(d) For all two-cycles consisting of a boundary arrow and a non-boundary arrow, remove
the boundary arrow and convert the non-boundary arrow into a boundary arrow.
The abstract rewriting system describing the individual moves in (c) and (d) is clearly
terminating (as the number of arrows decreases with every step) and it is also easy to
check that it is locally confluent. Hence, by the Diamond Lemma, it is confluent, and thus
convergent. In other words, it does not matter in which order the individual steps in (c) and
(d) are carried out; the resulting quiver will be independent of the order.
By Corollary 10.4, the boundary algebra eADe is not dependent on the choice of D up to
isomorphism. Lemmas 12.1 and 12.2 give an alternative proof of this fact.
Corollary 12.4. Let D,D′ be any two (k, n)-Postnikov diagrams. Then the corre-
sponding boundary algebras eADe and e
′AD′e′ are isomorphic.
Proof. By Lemmas 12.1 and 12.2, this holds whenever D′ can be obtained from D by a
geometric exchange: if the exchange takes place at a vertex I, replacing it with I ′, then we
have e′AD′e′ = e′eI
′
AD′e
I′e′ is isomorphic to eeIADeIe. In the general case, by [26, §14]
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(see also [27]), there is a sequence of geometric exchanges and untwisting or twisting moves
or boundary untwisting or twisting moves taking D to D′, and the result follows.
13. Surfaces
In this section, we generalize the context we are working in to surfaces with boundary.
We note that dimer models (bipartite field theories) on surfaces with boundary have also
been considered in independent work of S. Franco [11], and Postnikov diagrams on surfaces
are also considered in [16, 23].
Let (X,M) be a marked oriented Riemann surface with nonempty boundary, where M
is the set of marked points. We may assume that each boundary component is a circle. We
also suppose that each marked point lies on a boundary component and that each boundary
component has at least one marked point. This is sometimes referred to as the ‘unpunctured
case’. We assume that (X,M) is not a disk with 1 or 2 marked points. Label the boundary
components C1, C2, . . . , Cb; suppose there are ri marked points on boundary component Ci, for
each i. We label the marked points around a boundary component Ci anticlockwise around
the component as pi1, pi2, . . . , piri .
Definition 13.1. We define a weak Postnikov diagram D on (X,M) to be a diagram
consisting of directed curves embedded in (X,M), one starting at each marked point and
ending on the same boundary component on which it starts and exactly one strand ending
and one strand starting at each marked point. The diagram must satisfying the local axioms
(a1)–(a3) in Definition 2.1 and is considered up to isotopy. It need not necessarily be of
reduced type. We say that D is a Postnikov diagram if, in addition, the global axioms (b1)
and (b2) also hold. We say that a (weak) Postnikov diagram D has degree k if the strand
starting at pij ends at pi,j+k, where the second subscript is interpreted modulo ri.
Thus, the (k, n)-Postnikov diagrams of Definition 2.1 are Postnikov diagrams of degree
k on a disk with n marked points on its boundary, considered up to the untwisting and
twisting moves (see Figure 2).
If D is a weak Postnikov diagram on a marked surface (X,M), we define the corresponding
dimer model Q(D) as in the disk case, following Definition 2.4 and Remark 3.4. Let AD =
AQ(D) denote the corresponding dimer algebra, defined as in the disk case. Let e be the sum
of the idempotents in AD corresponding to the boundary vertices of Q(D). Then, as in the
disk case, we may define the boundary algebra of D to be BD = eADe. Note that it is not
clear whether it is independent of the choice of D.
Remark 13.2. Note that, as in the disk case, the boundary vertices of Q(D) correspond
to the alternating regions of D that have as one (unoriented) edge an interval on the
boundary between two marked points. Thus the idempotents of the boundary algebra are
naturally labelled by the boundary intervals of the marked surface, and not the marked
(boundary) points. To draw the quiver Q(D) on the surface, it is natural to locate each
boundary vertex on the corresponding boundary interval.
We recall a construction of Scott [27, §3]. Given a triangulation T of the disk with
n marked points on its boundary, each triangle is replaced with a local configuration of
strands, as in Figure 25, to produce a global configuration D(T ) of strands.
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Figure 25. Scott’s construction
Figure 26. Modified version of Scott’s construction. The dotted lines indicate boundary edges
We modify the conventions of Scott slightly, since we are following Postnikov [26]. We
apply the above rule for an internal triangle of the triangulation, i.e. one all of whose edges
are internal to X. For triangles with boundary edges, we apply the same rule except that the
intersection of a strand with an edge of the triangle which is part of the boundary of X is
slid along to the adjacent corner of the triangle. The upper diagram in Figure 26 illustrates
this in the case where the horizontal edge in the figure is a boundary edge (and the others
are internal); the middle diagram illustrates this in the case where the upper two edges are
boundary edges, while the case where all three edges of the triangle are boundary edges is
shown in the lower diagram. In each case the boundary edges are indicated by dotted lines,
and internal edges by full lines.
By [27, Cor. 2], the map T 7→ D(T ) gives a bijection between triangulations of the disk
with n marked points on its boundary and Postnikov diagrams of degree 2 on the disk (with
the same marked points). The vertices of Q(D(T )) correspond to the edges in T (including
boundary edges), and applying the geometric exchange at a vertex I corresponds to applying
a quadrilateral flip at the corresponding edge.
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pijpi,j+1pi,j+2
Figure 27. Path of a strand in D(T ) for T a triangulation
We can generalize the map T 7→ D(T ) to a map from triangulations of (X,M) to weak
Postnikov diagrams on (X,M) (from the construction, it is clear that axioms (a1)-(a3) in
Definition 2.1 all hold for D(T )). We have:
Lemma 13.3. Let (X,M) be a marked surface with all marked points on the boundary,
and let T be a triangulation of (X,M). Then D(T ) is a weak Postnikov diagram of degree
2.
Proof. Axioms (a1) to (a3) in Definition 2.1 follow from the local construction of D(T )
(and the way in which two triangles are fitted together). So we just need to check that
the weak Postnikov diagram constructed is of degree 2. Let pij be a marked point on
boundary component Ci of (X,M). Anticlockwise of pij are the marked points pi,j+1 and
pi,j+2 (allowing the possibility that one or both of them coincides with pij). Figure 27 shows
the two triangles adjacent to the boundary arcs between pij and pi,j+1 and between pi,j+1
and pi,j+2, together with all the arcs incident with pi,j+1. Note that the two triangles may
coincide. The dotted line at the base of the figure indicates the boundary of the surface (but
note that some of the edges at the top of the figure may also be on the boundary). The
figure also shows the strand which starts at pij ; we see that it ends at pi,j+2 as required;
note that its path is not affected by whether the edges at the top of the figure are boundary
edges or not.
We may thus associate a dimer model Q(D(T )) to a triangulation T as in Lemma 13.3.
As in Remark 3.6, we have an associated potential. Deleting the boundary arrows of the
quiver, and all terms in the potential containing them, we obtain the quiver associated to
T in [10] with potential as in [21].
As an example, we consider the annulus. Fix positive integers n,m. Let Λn,m = CQn,m/I
be the algebra defined as follows. The quiver Qn,m is embedded into an annulus. The
vertices are 1, 2, . . . , n clockwise on the outer boundary and 1, 2, . . . ,m clockwise on the
inner boundary. There are arrows xi : i− 1→ i and yi : i→ i− 1 on the outer boundary
(end points taken mod n) and arrows xi : i− 1→ i and yi : i→ i− 1 on the inner boundary
(end points taken mod m), as well as arrows r : 1→ 1 from the outer to inner boundary and
s : m→ n from the inner to outer boundary. See Figure 28.
The relations are given by the following, where we omit the subscripts for x and y where
they are determined by the starting vertex. Firstly, we have the relations:
xy = yx, x y = y x,
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where the first relation (respectively, the second relation) starts at an arbitrary vertex on
the outer boundary (respectively, the inner boundary). In addition, we have:
y2 = xn−1−isxm+1rxi (13.1)
y2 = xm−1−irxn+1sxi (13.2)
r = xmrxn (13.3)
s = xnsxm (13.4)
yxs = sx y (13.5)
x yr = ryx (13.6)
There is an instance of relation (13.1) for each vertex on the outer boundary; the exponent
i ≥ 0 is the minimum power of x such that xi, when starting at that vertex, ends at vertex
1, the starting vertex of r. Similarly, there is an instance of relation (13.2)) for each vertex
on the inner boundary; the exponent i ≥ 0 is the minimum power of x such that xi, when
starting at that vertex, ends at vertex m, the starting vertex of s.
Remark 13.4. The algebra Λn,m is more symmetric than its presentation suggests. If
we define Λ′n,m analogously to Λn,m, but with r replaced by an arrow R from 2 to 1 and
s replaced by an arrow S from m to 1, then the map Λn,m → Λ′n,m taking r to xmRx
and s to xn−1S is an isomorphism; it has an inverse of a similar form. A corresponding
isomorphism can be constructed that moves the endpoints of r and s on the inner boundary.
Thus the algebra Λn,m may be presented by any quiver ‘similar’ to Figure 28, i.e. with the
same labelled boundary, but with the arrows r, s joining any pair of adjacent vertices on one
boundary to any pair of adjacent vertices on the other boundary, and subject to essentially
the same relations.
The existence of such similar presentations implies that Λn,m has automorphisms
that cycle the vertex idempotents on either boundary. In particular, it has non-trivial
automorphisms that fix all the vertex idempotents, corresponding naturally to non-trivial
elements of the (boundary fixing) mapping class group of the annulus.
In fact, the algebra Λn,m also has other presentations in which the arrows r and s go
between non-adjacent boundary vertices and the relations are adjusted a little. However,
these will not be so relevant here.
Proposition 13.5. Let T be any triangulation of the annulus, with n > 0 marked
points on the outer boundary component and m > 0 marked points on the inner boundary
component, as above, and let D(T ) be the corresponding weak Postnikov diagram of degree
2, as in Lemma 13.3. Then the boundary algebra BD(T ) is isomorphic to Λn,m.
Proof. Let T be a triangulation of the annulus and set A = AD(T ). Then T must include
an edge linking the two boundary components; we choose such an edge, and set e0 to be
the corresponding idempotent in A. Since the complement of this edge in the annulus is
the interior of a disk, we can apply Corollary 10.4 (with some identifications) to get a
description of (e+ e0)A(e+ e0) as a quiver with relations, where e is the sum of the boundary
idempotents in A. An explicit description of the boundary algebra eAe, of the above form,
can then be obtained directly from this.
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Figure 28. The boundary algebra of an annulus
By Remark 13.4, the isomorphism in Proposition 13.5 can (and indeed should ) be
chosen to be compatible with an a priori identification of the vertex idempotents of Λn,m
with the boundary vertices of Q(D(T )), i.e. with the boundary intervals of (X,M) (cf.
Remark 13.2). Thus, if we consider a second triangulation, then the two isomorphisms will
yield an isomorphism of boundary algebras that preserves their (labelled) idempotents. In
other words, the boundary algebra of a dimer model coming from a triangulated annulus
does not depend on the triangulation (up to such an isomorphism).
Recall that, by Lemma 12.1 and Proposition 12.2, or by Corollary 10.4 and Remark 10.5,
the boundary algebra of a Postnikov diagram of degree k on a disk also does not depend
on the choice of diagram. Furthermore, it might be expected that Lemma 12.1 and
Proposition 12.2 hold for the surface case. Thus it seems reasonable to make the following
conjecture:
Conjecture 13.6. Let (X,M) be a marked surface with nonempty boundary with
marked points on its boundary only which is not a monogon or digon. Suppose that there
is at least one marked point on each boundary component. Then the boundary algebra of
a weak Postnikov diagram on (X,M) does not depend on the choice of diagram, up to
isomorphism preserving the idempotents.
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